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SYNOPSIS 

Energy is the motor of life. Energy ensures 
the organism's survival and competitive advan-
tage for reproductive success. For almost 3 
billion years, unicellular organisms were the 
only life form on earth. Competition for limited 
energy resources and raw materials exerted an 
incessant selective pressure on organisms. In the 
adverse environment and due to their 'feast and 
famine' life style, hardiness to a variety of stres-
sors, particularly to nutrient deprivation, was 
the selection principle. Both resistance and 
mutagenic adaptation to stressors were estab-
lished as survival strategies by means of context-
specific processes creating stability or variability 
of DNA sequence. The conservation of trans-
duction pathways and functional homology of 
effector molecules clearly bear witness that the 
principles of life established during prokaryotic 
and eukaryotic unicellular evolution, although 
later diversified, have been unshakably cast to 
persist during metazoan phylogenesis. A wealth 
of evidence suggests that unicellular organisms 
evolved the phenomena of differentiation and 
apoptosis, sexual reproduction, and even aging, 
as responses to environmental challenges. These 
evolutionary accomplishments were elaborated 
from the dichotomous resistance/mutagenesis 

Abbreviations: amyloid ß-protein = Aß; apoptosis inhibitory 
proteins = IAP; differentiation-inducing factor = DIF; general 
adaptation syndrome = GAS; glucocorticosteroid = GC; 
glucose-regulated protein = GRP; glyceraldehyde-3-phos-
phate dehydrogenase = GAPDH; heat shock proteins = HSPs; 
low-density lipoprotein = LDL; mitogen-activated protein 
kinase = MAPK; nitric oxide = NO; peroxisome proliferator 
activated receptor = PPAR; poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase = 
PARP; reactive nitrogen species = RNS; reactive oxygen 
species = ROS; retinoic acid = RA; superoxide dismutase = 
SOD; transforming growth factor = TGF; tricarboxylic acid = 
TCA; tumor necrosis factor = TNF. 
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response and sophisticated the capacity of cells 
to tune their genetic information to changing 
environmental conditions. Notably, the social 
deprivation responses, differentiation and apop-
tosis, evolved as intercellularly coordinated 
events: a multitude of differentiation processes 
were elaborated from sporulation, the proto-
typic stress resistance response, while apoptosis, 
contrary to current concepts, is no altruistic cell 
suicide but was programmed as a mutagenic 
survival response; this response, however, is 
socially thwarted leading into mutagenic error 
catastrophe. In the hybrid differentiation-apop-
tosis process, cytocide and cannibalism of 
apoptotic cells thus serve the purpose of fueling 
the survival of the selfish genes in the 
differentiating cells. However, successful muta-
genesis, although repressed, persisted in the 
asocial stress response of carcinogenesis as a 
regression to primitive unicellular behavior 
following failure of intercellular communication. 
While somatic mutagenesis was largely pre-
vented, Metazoa elaborated germ cell muta-
genesis as an evolutionary vehicle. Genetic 
competence, a primitive, stress-induced mating 
behavior, evolved into sexual reproduction 
which harnessed mutagenesis by subjecting 
highly mutable germ cells to a rigid viability 
selection. These processes were programmati-
cally fixed as life- and cell-cycle events but 
retained their deprivation response phenotypes. 
Thus, the differentiation-apoptosis tandem 
evolved as the 'clay' to mold the specialized 
structures and functions of a multicellular 
organism while sexual reproduction elaborated 
the principle of quality-checked mutagenesis to 
create the immense diversity of Metazoa 
following the Cambrian explosion. Throughout 
these events, reactive oxygen and nitrogen 
species, which are regulated by energy homeo-
stasis, shape the genetic information in a regu-
lated but random, uncoded process providing 
the fitness-related feedback of phenotype to 
genotype. The interplay of genes and environ-
ment establishes a dynamic stimulus-response 
feedback cycle which, in animate nature, may 
be the organizing principle to contrive the 
reciprocal duality of energy and matter. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
STRESS AND THE DEPRIVATION SYNDROME 

Energy is the basic requirement of life. 
According to Aristotle, a body only moves when a 
force drives it. Hence, an organism which has 
abundant resources has no reason to move or 
evolve. On the other hand, lack of resources or 
other stressors should be powerful "movers". Since 
the dawn of life, nature rarely provided optimal 
conditions for growth, and when it did, this growth 
depleted the resources and bore the seed for 
privation. This constant cycling between "feast and 
famine" /507/ favored the selection of organisms 
which were able to program deprivation responses 
that allowed them to survive nutritional duress and 
other adversities. Once fixed, an environmental 
challenge, such as shortage of oxidative fuels or 
vital raw materials, or temperature stress, elicited a 
programmed response which, although dependent 
on the nature and intensity of the adverse situation 
and the evolutionary stage of the responder, became 
elementary and widely uniform in all phyla. Hans 
Selye (1975) /899/ was the first to appreciate the 
basic uniformity of stress responses in his general 
adaptation syndrome (GAS). Stress responses are 
ubiquitous in life. It should be emphasized that in 
addition to general stress responses stressor-
specific features exist and have been described as 
early as at the level of bacteria Π6,964/. The stress-
specific responses do not bring into question the 
GAS as a core principle and indeed have been 
taken into account in Selye's original concept. In 
fact, diversification of stress responses is simply 
another feature of the evolution of biological 
complexity 111. A comparison between Bacillus 
subtilis and Escherichia coli regarding the degree 
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of integration of stress responses suggests that the 
interdependence of stress signaling pathways may 
crucially depend on the environmental pressures of 
their natural habitat /693/. Environmental stressors 
have been suggested as a driving force in evolution 
/574,629,758/ leading to the conclusion that genetic 
variation and stress resistance resulted from this 
evolutionary pressure. This was a central element 
of Darwin's evolution theory /203/ that populations 
tend to outgrow the resources available to them and 
the ensuing competition among individuals is the 
driving force leading to the survival of the fittest. 

Recently, I defined a deprivation syndrome 
which is a prototypic response of organisms to 
metabolic stress and encompasses such diverse 
processes as sporulation, hibernation, ischemia, 
aging, and aging-related diseases (hypertension, 
diabetes mellitus, atherosclerosis, Alzheimer's 
disease). Programmed at the evolutionary level of 
microorganisms, a deprivation syndrome is charac-
terized by hypometabolism, adaptations of the 
glucose-fatty acid cycle (which due to the lack of 
substantial fat stores shows in microorganisms as 
catabolite repression/derepression circuits), oxida-
tive stress and modulation of DNA repair /389/. 
Here, I elaborate the concept that these processes 
evolved in unicellular organisms and serve either to 
resist or to adapt mutagenically to environmental 
stressors; in a consecutive step such processes were 
developed as key mechanisms of differentiation, 
apoptosis and mating behavior. These mechanisms 
have been fixed and programmed as life- and cell-
cycle events in multicellular organisms and they 
constitute the core of sexual reproduction and 
ontogenic and oncogenic events. The deprivation 
syndrome represents a proto-formula and driving 
force of life and provides the molecular processes 
through which the environment created the pheno-
mena of evolution and natural selection as outlined 
by Charles Darwin /203/. 

2. THE PROTOTYPIC DEPRIVATION RESPONSES 
OF PROKARYOTES: RESIST OR MUTATE 

Evolution of unicellular organisms may have 
gone through several energy crises due to atmo-
spheric constraints on fuel availability /1051/. In 
addition, low aquatic phosphorus concentrations 

appear to have constrained microbial growth /211, 
401/. Thereafter, metazoan evolution was set back 
by several minor and at least five major mass 
extinctions in which as many as 80% of species 
became extinct /190,238/. Whatever may have been 
the putative causes, e.g. persistent volcanic activity 
/190/, an asteroid impact which deprived the earth 
of sunlight for several years /16/, climatic changes 
/405/ or reduction of habitat areas /238/, these eras 
exposed all phyla to extreme deprivation in which 
only those species survived which were best 
equipped to cope with austerity. Thus, evolution 
repeatedly selected for organisms best adapting to a 
variety of environmental deprivations. For instance, 
evidence from fossils and molecular phylogenetics 
argues for a putative evolution of Metazoa earlier 
than or around 1 billion years ago /157,1082/. 
These organisms, however, were subject to extreme 
environmental stress and became largely extinct 
during Neoproterozoic repetitive cycles of global 
glaciation ('snowball earth') /405/. However, the 
Metazoa made a fulminant comeback during the 
Cambrian explosion, and a causal relationship 
between the extreme selection pressure favoring 
adaptive mutagenic organisms and the accelerated 
rate of evolution has been suspected /406/. 
However, mass extinctions, spectacular as they may 
be, represent only the tip of the iceberg 
exaggerating apocalyptically a general principle 
that runs through the history of life. In fact, limited 
resources were a persistent leitmotif of evolutionary 
selection. Unicellular organisms are too small to 
contain environmental challenges. Unable to store 
significant amounts of nutrients and/or to econo-
mize on the use of nutrients during excess, 
replication of bacteria in their natural habitat 
inevitably cycles between exponential growth in 
log phase and growth arrest in stationary phase 
/507/. Thus, the natural lifestyle of these microbes 
is characterized by an inherent "feast and famine" 
cycle, limiting amounts of nutrients being rather the 
rule than the exception, and long periods of 
nutritional deprivation punctuated by short periods 
that allow fast growth. To survive the challenges of 
nutrient shortage and of other environmental 
stressors, such as heat, cold, desiccation, or 
irradiation, populations of microorganisms evolved 
a battery of adaptive responses. These entail the 
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development of stress resistance, mutagenesis and 
genetic competence (a primitive variant of mating 
behavior). Key to the understanding of these 
processes is the appreciation that they are regulated 
by promiscuous signaling pathways which elicit 
context-specific ambiguous effector mechanisms 
leading to dichotomous stress resistance/muta-
genesis responses. Bacterial and protozoan popula-
tions appear to have "learned" not to rely on a 
single survival strategy but to keep a variety of 
options open. Many of the deprivation responses 
are only pursued by discrete subpopulations of cells 
in a given bacterial community and are regulated as 
mutually exclusive events coordinated by integrated 
molecular switches and threshold phenomena. 
Thus, stationary phase adaptive responses engage a 
highly interconnected network of signal trans-
duction pathways which regulate motility (to 
exploit other carbon sources, flight), antibiotic 
production (cytocide), competence for DNA uptake 
(mating responses), stress resistance, sporulation 
(differentiation), and mutagenesis /598,693,1093/. 

2.1 Stress resistance 

In response to nutrient deprivation and other 
stressors, bacteria engage a highly coordinated 
stress response system /392/. The cells enter 
stationary phase or sporulation programs and 
become more resistant to a variety of stressors 
/643,722,1065/. The expression of these stress 
responses is controlled by the same regulons 
/283,721/ indicating their interdependence. The 
programs lead to the upregulation of heat shock 
proteins (HSPs) /283,578/, oxidative defense 
/261,283/ and DNA repair enzymes /218, 773/ and 
confer increased metabolic efficiency /251, 723/. A 
multitude of direct and circumstantial evidence 
indicates that oxidative stress has both regulatory 
and effector capacity in this adaptive response 
/106,283,721/. In replicating E. coli, an adaptive 
response to DNA damage has been characterized, 
called the 'SOS response' /306/, which is also 
functional in stationary phase bacteria /656,965/. 
The system orchestrates cellular survival responses 
to a variety of stressors, mediates growth arrest and 
resistance or mutagenesis. Mutants which lack 
components of the SOS regulon are more sensitive 
to a variety of damaging agents /306/. In the 

absence of DNA damage the genes controlled by 
the regulon are transcriptionally repressed by the 
LexA protein. Autocleavage and thus inactivation 
of the LexA repressor is promoted by RecA which 
is activated by DNA damage. The system can also 
be activated by metabolic stressors /296,905/ and 
oxidative stress /261,435/ and in the absence of 
DNA damage /495/. The products of the derepres-
sed SOS genes repair DNA lesions by various 
mechanisms including recombination and excision 
repair /306/. On the other hand, the SOS system is 
also functional in the expression of the HSP 
response /250/ and re-establishment of metabolic 
competence /135/. Members of the SOS-regulated 
DNA repair enzymes also function as prokaryotic 
cell cycle checkpoints /930/. Remarkably, depriva-
tion provides cross-protection. For instance, 
starvation renders microbes more resistant to 
irradiation, acid, heat, and osmotic, hydrostatic and 
oxidative stress Π 1,73,3 76/, which is dependent on 
the expression of the antioxidant defense /435, 
1100/, HSPs /845/ and the DNA repair response 
/435,1100/. This cross-protection is under control 
of the SOS regulon /38,376/, but other systems may 
also be involved /38,39/. 

2.2 Mutagenesis 

Mutagenesis is another unicellular strategy to 
avert the sequelae of deprivation. Experimenting 
with their genomes appears to make good sense for 
individuals in a deprived population. For instance, 
the existential threat of starvation drives the 
organisms into a highly dynamic response which 
increases their genetic variability and aims at 
improving their genetic fitness /294,560,931/. Thus, 
various environmental stressors, such as high 
temperature and nutrient shortage, can accelerate 
mutagenic changes /72,294,362,560,633,751,931/. 
In yeast, selective pressure exerted by nutrient 
limitation leads to adaptive shifts whereby approx. 
once every 50 generations fitter genetic variants 
replace one another over time /752/. These clones 
exhibit higher expression of enzymes of the TCA 
cycle, ATP generation and oxidative phosphory-
lation resulting in higher metabolic efficiency /107, 
289/. Likewise, in experimental models, spontane-
ous reversion of mutations in essential amino acid-
requiring mutants is enhanced under stationary 
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phase conditions induced by starvation with this 
amino acid (the stringent response) /633,1083/ or in 
mutant bacteria unable to use nutrients when 
exposed to this nutrient as sole carbon source 
/362,558,575,596/. These adaptations are favored in 
conditions of stress and oxidative stress /105,619, 
967/. The reversions are not 'directed', but appear 
to be blind to the adaptive fitness of the mutant. 
Adaptive mutagenesis occurs stochastically in 
genomic 'hot' regions of transiently hypermutable 
subpopulations by a process involving recombina-
tion /105,558,575,596,619,967/. In addition, the 
transcriptional state of genes plays a role to direct 
mutagenesis (see below) /204,1083/. The randomly 
acquired mutations are rendered 'adaptive' by the 
selective pressure exerted by the stressful essential 
nutrient deprivation /558, 575,596/. Overall, this 
mutagenesis-prone state increases microbial 
diversity /294,751/ and enables subpopulations of 
deprived cells to acquire survival-promoting 
adaptations /73,560,596/. On the other hand, 
glucose represses these responses /619,620/ and 
abundance of nutrients in a chemostat decreases 
hypermutability /997Λ Hence, replicating micro-
organisms are less mutable than growth-constrained 
or stressed populations. 

As in stress tolerance, the various features of 
mutability are, at least in part, under the control of 
the SOS regulon in both replicating and resting/ 
stationary phase bacterial populations /306,656, 
965/. Although not yet fully elucidated, the 
emerging pattern of the SOS-mediated control of 
repair/ mutagenesis balance indicates an intricate 
network of promiscuous transduction pathways and 
regulators which engage an array of molecular 
chameleon effectors. These elicit context-specifi-
cally a dichotomous adaptive response resulting in 
either maintenance or change of the genetic 
information /306,656,967/. In brief, the activation 
of highly promiscuous RecA is followed by a 
variety of limited proteolytic steps to yield effector 
molecules with activities in either the repair or 
mutagenesis response /656,937/. Thus, the LexA 
regulon exerts both positive and negative control of 
the mutagenesis response 16561. The mismatch 
repair system antagonizes the mutagenesis system 
/355,618/, but is downregulated during stationary 
phase /618/. Other antagonistic repair/mutagenesis 

balances are also operative /301,804,1100/, sug-
gesting that DNA repair or mutagenesis are 
context-specific alternative survival mechanisms. 
In stationary phase bacteria, LexA proteolysis can 
be induced by dilution, highlighting the relevance 
of bacterial density sensing for the balance of the 
repair/mutagenesis response /242/. Various aspects 
of this balance are dependent on oxidative stress 
whereby higher levels favor mutagenesis /283, 
619,681,1100/. Importantly, the repair/mutagenesis 
balance is also modulated by interactions with 
HSPs /237,587,775/ which, dependent on fuel 
availability and subject to catabolite repression 
/619,620,681/, may provide the regulatory input of 
the metabolic/oxidative homeostasis derangement 
during stress /488,620, 898/. 

Remarkably, homologues of the SOS system 
have also been detected in Archaea /260,532/, 
dating the roots of this system to the time before 
they and eubacteria diverged from a common 
ancestor. Thus, in the approx. 1.5 billion years of 
prokaryotic evolution, the response to environ-
mental challenges was established as the driving 
force of unicellular adaptation /105,967/ and 
speciation/967,1045/. 

3. DEPRIVATION SYNDROMES, THE 
MULTICELLULAR SOPHISTICATION OF 

UNICELLULAR STRESS RESPONSES 

Stress-induced mutagenesis, although the putative 
vehicle of unicellular evolution, is not compatible 
with the cooperative sociability in a multicellular 
organism. Rather, its mechanisms leading to the 
egoistic survival of the fittest clones will be 
encountered as the asocial deprivation response of 
the carcinogenic process. Stress resistance, on the 
other hand, seems to lack the dynamic nature to be 
an active player in the evolutionary process. Thus, 
at the moment it is hardly conceivable how depri-
vation may have maintained its momentum as the 
driving force of multicellular development and 
phylogenesis. To address these issues in a first 
approach, surrogate markers of stress responses in 
cell cycle events indicating phylogenetically con-
served mechanisms are explored. It is assessed how 
intercellular communication in multicellular orga-
nisms may affect stress responses, cell cycle 
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decisions and signaling pathways, whereby social 
bacteria and Protista have a unique role in bridging 
uni- and multicellular behavior. Furthermore, the 
notion is elaborated that evolutionary conservation 
links signal transduction pathways, effector mecha-
nisms and metabolic adaptations in unicellular 
stress responses and multicellular cell cycle events. 

3.1 The deprivation syndrome and intercellular 
communication 

Bacteria and Protista have already evolved 
complex social interactions. They have succeeded 
in forming multicellular communities, e.g. biofilms 
or slimes, with sophisticated signal transduction 
networks mediating coordinated multicellular be-
havior /738,904/. These communities provide a 
protective environment and therefore during phases 
of environmental challenge microorganisms can 
increase adhesive forces and search for this shelter 
/846, 904/. The cellular aggregates evolved as pre-
requisites for developmental stages in the life cycle 
of microbes /70/; cumulative evidence suggests that 
this link has been conserved throughout phylogeny 
/142/ and that social behavior shapes the metazoan 
cell cycle /801/. Intercellular communication of 
bacteria and Protista integrates information about 
cell density and nutrient availability /427,959/. 
Thus, quorum sensing and intercellular communi-
cation are involved in the induction of stress 
responses such as the stationary growth phase /544, 
989/, stress tolerance /989/, sporulation /418,544/, 
genetic competence, a primitive mating behavior 
/78/, and antimicrobial agent production /418,503/. 
Remarkably, quorum sensing molecules, e.g. N-
acyl homoserone lactones, mediate starvation sur-
vival /62,989/. With increasing sociability, micro-
organisms achieved the elaboration of multicellular 
stress resistance responses, with differentiated 
structures such as cysts or fruiting bodies depen-
dent on highly coordinated social behavior, 
integrating information about cell density and 
nutrient availability into a dynamic tuning of the 
survival/death balance /335,352,474/. 

Intercellular communication became even more 
important in social units such as a metazoan 
organism. In the early evolution of animals before 
the parazoan-eumetazoan split, intercellular com-
munication appears to have increased dramatically, 

as evidenced by extensive duplications of genes 
involved in cell-cell communication /611,956/. In 
fact, gene duplication may be an adaptive muta-
genic mechanism in genes under selective pressure 
/107,174,1111/. With the evolution of Metazoa, the 
external milieu was increasingly replaced by a more 
protective and better controllable internal milieu. 
On the other hand, the environmental conditions 
which had evolved as triggers of developmental 
events had to be mimicked by internal agents. A 
myriad of messengers evolved which convey their 
signals by a host of receptors in a highly spatially 
and temporally coordinated way to effect a variety 
of life- and cell-cycle events such as differentiation 
/408/ and apoptosis /239,1000/. Conversely, diffe-
rentiation, apoptosis and conjugation are inhibited 
by the lack of social interaction at low cell densities 
/78,689,1094/. Since cell adhesion is protective and 
anti-apoptotic /74,209,768/, cell-cell and cell-
matrix contacts have to be loosened at a certain 
stage of morphogenesis to drive cells into the 
apoptotic response /28,63/. On the other hand, the 
social community had to harness the alternative, yet 
asocial, deprivation response leading to clonally 
proliferating hypermutable survivors. Therefore, 
phylogenetic regression and mutagenic oncogenesis 
are repressed by intercellular communication but 
can be released following disruption of cell-to-cell 
and extracellular matrix communication /610, 
1002/. Bacteria and protozoa already have options 
for social and asocial deprivation responses depen-
dent on the inverse relationship of resource avail-
ability and intercellular communication. Bacteria 
which are shear-stressed by constant shaking /281/ 
are deprived of humoral or cellular contacts with 
their siblings. In such an asocial environment and 
exposed to abundant nutrient resources, bacteria 
exhibit substantially attenuated capacities to diffe-
rentiate following starvation /1030/. Mutagenic 
responses may be enhanced in bacteria following 
dilution of stationary phase cultures /242/, puta-
tively due to the lack of multicellular oxidant 
defense /616/ and the ensuing shift of the repair/-
mutagenesis balance (see above). Thus, muta-
genesis is enhanced by stressors and at low cell 
densities across the entire phylogenesis /94,95,989/. 
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3.2 Conserved stress transduction pathways and 
effector mechanisms 

Cell stress signaling pathways are remarkably 
conserved throughout phylogeny /171,327/. Further-
more, the notion that these transduction pathways 
are shared by a variety of cell cycle events /327/ 
adds plausibility to the concept of a common 
evolutionary origin. 

Cyclic AMP (cAMP) transduction pathways are 
virtually ubiquitous in all phyla /772/ and play a 
role in a wide range of cellular processes. cAMP is 
a symbol for carbon-source starvation and regulates 
stress signaling /45,98/, as well as developmental 
decisions such as differentiation/apoptosis /21,161, 
443/, sex development, mating behavior, gameto-
genesis /794,973/ and stationary phase- and aging-
related mutagenesis /620,965,967/. In bacteria and 
yeast, the coordination of these effects may be 
achieved by a universal integrator function of 
nutrient availability /620,992/. Fundamental simila-
rities between catabolite modulation of cAMP in 
prokaryotes and hormonal effects in Metazoa /387, 
772,992/ emphasize the role of hormones as 
carriers of environmental messages conveying 
energetic/metabolic information in the metazoan 
internal milieu. cAMP is also a putative regulator 
of intercellular communication through gap junc-
tions /1002/ thus exerting control over social and 
asocial deprivation response decisions. Throughout 
phylogenesis, protein kinases of the mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade and their 
homologues, the extracellular-related kinases (ERKs) 
and stress-activated protein kinases (SAPKs), are 
regulators of stress /475,761,1072/, differentiation 
/ l l / , apoptosis /671,1105/, and sexual development 
/477,1072/. The sphingomyelin-ceramide pathway 
is another evolutionary conserved response which 
is activated upon stress and regulates tolerance, 
differentiation and apoptosis /325,369,583/. The 
yeast SNF1 and mammalian AMP-activated protein 
kinase (AMPK) are homologous mediators of cel-
lular stress responses /373/. The SNF1/AMPK path-
way is activated under conditions of an elevated 
AMP-ATP ratio and constitutes a cellular protec-
tion system which switches off ATP-consuming 
processes and coordinates adaptations of the 
glucose-fatty acid cycle /374/. The retinoic acid (RA) 
signaling pathway is among the most primordial 

deprivation syndrome transduction pathways and 
controls apoptosis, differentiation, and carcino-
genesis /132,605,848/. RA-induced growth arrest 
/630,971/ may be mediated by a downregulation of 
energy metabolism /903/, decrease of mitochondrial 
membrane potential /834/, generation of oxidative 
stress and a drain to antioxidant reserves /630,981/. 
Thus as the putative basis of its developmental 
actions, RA elicits distinct stress responses /153, 
536/ and synergizes with stress /811/. 

A signaling network integrates multiple cross-
talk between different types of stress in the same 
signaling pathway and coordinates different path-
ways in response to the same stressor /23,992, 
1059/. Both agonistic and antagonistic interactions 
exists /803,876/. Pleiotropic agents interpret these 
signals in a cell type and context dependent manner 
to orchestrate a comprehensive process leading to 
distinct outcomes. The expression of HSPs as a 
universal response to stressors has evolved in 
Cyanobacteria, Archaea, and Bacteria /271,617/, 
and constitutes a molecular representative of the 
GAS. Expression and phosphorylation of Bcl-2 
family members are prominent targets of cell stress 
phosphorylation cascades /61,220/. Other mediators 
and effectors which will also be addressed later 
include p53, NF-κΒ, NAD+, and DNA repair 
enzymes. The p53 protein which functions in a 
SOS-like capacity /264/ is an integration point for 
stress signals /21,944,1059/, is activated by DNA 
damage, and has a role as cell cycle check point in 
the transcriptional/translational control of growth 
arrest /529,983/, apoptosis /458,944/, differenti-
ation /14/, and tumourigenesis /944/. 

The perturbation of the energy-Ca2+-redox 
balance is of utmost importance for the induction of 
cellular stress responses. Energy homeostasis is 
under stress not only in conditions such as 
apoptosis and aging /387/ but also during cell cycle 
events perceived as less stressful, such as differen-
tiation and conjugation (see below). Ca2+ ions adapt 
the supply of high-energy phosphates to cellular 
energy demands by regulating the activity of a 
variety of rate-limiting enzymes of the TCA and 
respiratory chain. Increased Ca2+ levels uncouple 
mitochondrial electron transfer and oxidative phos-
phorylation and increase the production of oxygen 
radicals /387Λ Conversely, redox homeostasis 
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modulates Ca2+ signaling /1097/ and may perturb 
Ca2+ homeostasis /743/. A central target of sig-
naling networks is the redox balance, e.g. the 
glutathione cycle /1069/, which is modulated via 
the generation of reactive radicals /796,822,995/. 
The Ca2+-redox tandem as mediators and effectors 
of the energy crisis drive the tolerogenic and 
mutagenic responses. DNA repair is subject to 
Ca2+-redox modulation /518/, and both DNA repair 
/805/ and mutagenesis /283,619,681,1100/ are 
induced by reactive oxygen and nitrogen species. 
Ca2+ modulates these processes on various levels 
/316,518,898/, possibly in a U-shaped concen-
tration relationship /316/. The modulation of DNA 
repair systems may be regarded as a defining 
feature of deprivation syndromes. 

Tolerance induction constitutes the first level of 
stress defense; a comparison of unicellular (see 
above) and multicellular processes may serve as a 
tentative proof of the concept of phylogenetic con-
servation of stress adaptation mechanisms. As in 
bacteria, in Metazoa many forms of stress, when 
experienced at mild-to-moderate preconditioning 
intensities, create tolerance, e.g. thermotolerance, 
radiation tolerance, ischemic tolerance. The com-
mon denominator of tolerance induction in eu-
karyotes appears to be oxidative stress /606,814, 
999/, even with such seemingly inconspicuous 
stressors as salinity, water deficit, hydrostatic 
pressure, heat, freezing, and emotional stress /308, 
395,442,457,585,606/. Ca2+ is involved /84,337/ 
and also stress transduction pathways, such as 
cAMP /631,782/, MAPK /311,522/ and ceramide 
/230,584/. The tolerogenic mechanisms include 
increase of antioxidant defenses /735,744/, upregu-
lation of HSP expression /867,1031/, Bcl-2 expres-
sion /868.912/, and DNA repair /518,893/. The 
tolerance provides cross-protection to a variety of 
other stressors, including ischemia /407,1089/. 
Metazoan stress resistance is also associated with 
energy efficiency /758/, as evidenced by lowered 
metabolic rate /407/, resistance to hypometabolism 
/550/ and increased metabolic reserves /234/. These 
features verify the basic conservation of stress 
responses between bacteria and Metazoa. In 
addition, mitochondria appear to be involved in 
tolerance formation /336/, putatively via mito-
chondrially generated oxidative stress /796,995/. 

Remarkably, simple deprivation responses, such as 
radiation tolerance or dietary restriction, can 
provide cross-protection against complex cell- and 
life-cycle events such as differentiation /1006/ and 
aging /1046/. 

3.3 The metabolic adaptations in deprivation 
syndromes 

Too small to accumulate substantial energy 
depots during phases of nutrient surfeit, microbial 
populations enter stationary phases when facing 
nutrient shortage. The characteristic pattern of 
metabolic adaptations to deprivation was estab-
lished as early as in stationary phase bacteria and 
protozoa: hypometabolism and downregulation of 
oxidative respiration /368,722,723/, upregulation of 
glycogen synthesis /710/, and oxidation of lipids 
from endogenous polyhydroxybutyrate/alkanoate 
reserves, membranes, and exogenous sources /449, 
722,723/. The cell takes advantage of the higher 
energy yield from fatty acid ß-oxidation while 
glucose is saved for anabolic purposes /389/. Thus, 
these adaptations subserve the dual purpose of 
reducing the mitochondrial generation of toxic 
oxygen species and of minimizing the utilization of 
endogenous reserves /722,723/. 

Plausibly, these adaptive responses are repres-
sed during glucose abundance. Catabolite repres-
sion is a common feature of prokaryote and protist 
metabolic regulation and is highly coordinated by 
regulons /459/. Catabolite repression is exerted on 
acetate utilization /27,354/, SOS mutagenesis 
/619,620/, motility and Chemotaxis /745,772,1042/, 
bacteriocin and antibiotic production /288,787/, 
social behavior and intercellular communication 
/745,788/, differentiation including sporulation and 
encystation /772,787, 941/, apoptosis /319/, and 
conjugation /854,926/, and may also control at least 
some aspects of tolerance induction /373,771, 
1066/ and aging /305,496/. Oxidative stress /397/ 
and antioxidant enzyme defense /194,378/ appear to 
be signal transducers and effectors of catabolite 
repression/derepression balances. Metazoan diffe-
rentiation /88,781,952/ and apoptosis /524, 1094/ 
are also subject to glucose repression. Remarkably, 
mitochondria are active players in the cellular 
catabolite repression process /3 82,943/. 
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The storage of fuels during phases of food 
abundance represented a metazoan evolutionary 
breakthrough. Multicellular organisms evolved 
cells which are specialized to store energy-rich 
fuels, particularly triglycerides, during phases of 
nutrient excess which can be mobilized and 
catabolised during shortage. The so-called glucose-
fatty acid cycle /809/ can be regarded as a metazoan 
sophistication of the unicellular catabolite repression/ 
derepression regulation. The control of energy 
balance at the systemic level and the cellular 
adaptation to the changing fuel supply are primarily 
mediated by the reciprocal insulin/glucocortico-
steroid (GC) systems /200,895/ and modulated by 
the thyroid system /436/. This hormonal regulation 
is complemented by the neurotransmitter system, 
particularly the dual acetylcholine/catecholamine 
system /49,389/. In principle, the eutrophic, pro-
glucolytic insulin/acetylcholine system is opposed 
by the dystrophic, pro-lipolytic GC/catecholamine 
system. The evolution of the GC/catecholamine 
stress response system enabled multicellular orga-
nisms to activate their fuel depots as a first step in 
response to more severe and/or persistent stressors 
before the phylogenetically older apoptosis/differen-
tiation pathway is pursued (see below). Thus, both 
animals and plants resort to fatty acid oxidation 
following glucose starvation /231,389/. In addition, 
as in microorganisms, the adaptive mechanism to a 
variety of environmental stressors is hypometa-
bolism, as in hibernation, aestivation and anaero-
biosis of amphibians, insects, reptiles and mammals 
/389,951/. The mediators of this metabolic switch 
are GC and amyloid ß-protein, a metabolite of 
amyloid precursor protein, which in appreciation of 
its pleiotropic actions in this adaptation has been 
proposed to be called deprivin /389/. These agents 
orchestrate also the differentiation/apoptosis balance 
/389/, enabling a smooth and coordinated transition 
from mild (metabolic switch as in sleep and 
exercise) to severe deprivation responses (onto-
genetic events and tissue damage). Neurotrans-
mitters are the archetypal carriers of trophic signals 
which evolved in unicellular organisms long before 
they developed their secondary sophisticated roles 
in perception, affect and cognition in the nervous 
system /389/. In their dual capacity as trophic and 
affective/cognitive messengers, they provide the 

link between psychosocial stressors and somatic 
energetic responses giving rise to and representing 
the pathophysiological substrate of a whole array of 
psychosomatic diseases (Heininger, in preparation). 
Thus, in its last consequence and as its defining 
signature, each stressor elicits metabolic stress and 
triggers an adaptive metabolic response. 

As outlined earlier, hormones are conveyors of 
energetic/metabolic information, thus replacing en-
vironmental messages in the metazoan organism 
ß 87,992/. In response to hormones and by inte-
grating stress sensing, reporting and responding, the 
adaptive responses of the glucose-fatty acid cycle 
are regulated by a network of stress signal trans-
duction pathways. cAMP can be regarded as a 
universal signal for carbon source deprivation and 
mediates the mobilization of fuel stores in response 
to a variety of hormones and neurotransmitters such 
as glucagon or adrenaline /992/. SNF1/AMPK may 
be the metabolic master switch /374,459/. cAMP 
and cAMP-activated protein kinase signal trans-
duction are mediators of glucose transport inhibi-
tion /792/. Fatty acid oxidation is stimulated by a 
variety of stress signal transduction systems such as 
cAMP /91,653/, AMP /374,459/, and ceramide 
/92/. cAMP and its signal transduction pathways 
are also mediators of catabolite repression /269, 
439/. 

The regulatory interfaces of the glucose-fatty 
acid cycle also control cell cycle decisions. These 
transduction pathways are exemplified by the anti-
apoptotic interaction of the insulin receptor sub-
strate and Bcl-2 /1011 / and the key functions of 
glycogen synthase kinase /3 89,403/ and glycer-
aldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) /389/ 
during cell cycle events (see below). A pivotal 
mechanism linking deprivation syndromes and fatty 
acid metabolism appears to be related to peroxi-
some proliferator activated receptors (PPARs). 
PPARs are members of the nuclear steroid hormone 
receptor superfamily of transcription factors and 
mediate peroxisome proliferation, activate mito-
chondrial and peroxisomal fatty acid metabolism 
and ketogenesis /274,3 89,543/ and modulate 
cellular redox status /790/. PPARs play a pivotal 
role in the cellular metabolic response to fasting by 
inducing mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation and 
ketogenesis /561/. As a protagonist in the depriva-
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tion syndrome metabolic response, PPARs mediate 
inhibition of glucose transport /333,597/ and 
inactivation of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex 
/1086/. PPARs are regulated by GC /555,1035/ and 
stressors /556/ and activated by oxidative stress 
/226,852/. HSP which bind to PPAR may mediate 
this uniform stress response /423/. Control of lipid 
metabolism and redox status are intimately linked 
such that abundance of lipid fuel may mitigate 
while lack of lipids may enhance oxidative stress 
/425/. Cross-talk between various members of the 
steroid receptor family integrates the signaling 
pathways /484,509/. In particular, the synergistic 
interaction with the retinoid signaling pathway and 
the retinoid X receptor through heterodimer forma-
tion /154,483,504/ argues for a role of lipid 
metabolism in differentiation and apoptosis /1023/. 
As a counterregulatory response during apoptosis, 
mitochondrial fatty acid ß-oxidation is enhanced by 
expression of carnitine palmitoyltransferase I (CPT 
I), while the inhibition of CPT I shunts fatty acids 
into sphingolipid/ceramide metabolism and drives 
the cell into apoptosis /762Λ Importantly, retinoid 
signaling appears to be the ancient system from 
which GC and gonadal hormone transduction path-
ways have evolved (after the level of Caeno-
rhabditis elegans) and these findings are evidence 
of the evolutionary continuity of fatty acid met-
abolism regulation and its importance for cell cycle 
decisions /50/. PPAR agonists also inhibit inflam-
matory cytokine generation and negatively regulate 
macrophage activation /455,832/. The 'silencing' of 
inflammatory responses during stress and GC 
treatment /797/ appears to be regulated by this 
pathway. 

4. APOPTOSIS AND DIFFERENTIATION: THE JANUS 
FACES OF A SOCIAL DEPRIVATION RESPONSE 

It should be stressed that the following is not 
intended to oversimplify the huge diversity of 
processes leading to differentiation and apoptosis. 
Particularly in metazoan organisms, each tissue 
appears to follow its own differentiation/apoptosis 
program. However, a wealth of common features 
exists which can be traced back to the early 
bacterial and metazoan ancestors and which allows 
the deduction of shared roots and evolutionary 

rationales. 
In general, cell death develops along two path-

ways: apoptosis and necrosis. Apoptosis (Greek 
'falling o f f ) describes the silent demise of cells 
which occurs during development, cell maturation, 
and in response to various noxious stimuli /591/. 
Apoptosis is often regarded as altruistic suicide 
since it does not elicit an inflammatory response 
and thus cells die without affecting their neighbors. 
Frequently, programmed cell death during tissue 
maturation and apoptosis during tissue damage 
(sometimes referred to as accidental death) are 
regarded as different phenomena, and, in fact, cell 
death pathways of immature cells may differ from 
apoptosis in differentiated cells due to different 
starting points in the cell cycle /422/. However, 
multiple shared processes suggest their common 
origin /591/. 

In contrast to asocial bacteria, such as E. coli, 
social bacteria, such as Streptomyces or Myxococcus 
have evolved multicellular development programs 
under nutrient deprivation. These microbes dif-
ferentiate into fruiting bodies or aerial mycelia 
which give birth to highly resistant, metabolically 
dormant spores which are well endowed to survive 
even during extremely adverse conditions /143, 
415,544/. The building blocks and nutrients to fuel 
this complex metamorphosis, however, are depleted 
in the environment and, hence, have to be provided 
by dead siblings /143,247/. It will be outlined 
below that to ensure the sufficient flow of resources 
this cellular death had to be linked to differentiation 
and was programmed in an intercellularly coordinated 
process. An extreme version of this differentiation/ 
apoptosis link is encountered in the asymmetric cell 
division of Bacillus subtilis, in which a dying 
mother cell nurses the development of a daughter 
spore /273,602/. Evolutionarily conserved, the 
apoptotic cell contents ensure also the survival of 
fellow vertebrate embryo cells /268/. Thus phylo-
genetically, differentiation and apoptosis became 
closely interrelated and in fact are both 'flip-flop' 
phenomena of a deprivation syndrome. Established 
at a unicellular evolutionary stage /17,143,1092/, 
the link between differentiation and apoptosis is 
maintained throughout the entire evolution and has 
been demonstrated in a variety of mammalian cell 
lines 7823,988,1062/. In some metazoan tissues, 
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e.g. during erythropoiesis and terminal differen-
tiation of keratinocytes and lens fiber cells, dif-
ferentiation and apoptosis are tied together by 
hybrid processes /199,320,684/. The occurrence of 
apoptosis in both animals /591/ and plants /591/ is 
further evidence that apoptosis is not an accomp-
lishment of multicellular organisms but has evolved 
at least as early as at the level of their common 
eukaryotic ancestors. Microbial processes such 
as sporulation, stationary-phase cell death, and 
fruiting body formation carry features of apoptotic 
cell death /143,186,402,1092/. Accordingly, the 
evolution of many anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic 
protein domains, including caspase domains, can be 
traced back to unicellular eukaryotes and even 
bacteria /30,1019/. 

The mechanisms of differentiation/apoptosis 
regulation have been investigated in the social 
amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum. This protozoon 
undergoes a multicellular development following 
nutrient deprivation to form a fruiting body con-
sisting of dead stalk cells supporting a mass of 
spores /109,677,704/. Differentiation and apoptosis 
are closely linked in a social stress response /171, 
186/ in which cAMP acts as an inter- and intra-
cellular stress messenger /992/. Cell-autonomous 
developmental features exist which determine the 
prespore/prestalk commitment dependent on the 
cell cycle phase at the beginning of the deprivation 
response /109,677/. Randomly distributed cell types 
are then differentially sorted to create a spatial 
patterning of prestalk and prespore cells along an 
anterior-posterior axis /704/. On the other hand, the 
relative proportion of differentiating spore and 
apoptotic stalk cells is determined by nutrient 
availability, quorum sensing and secreted factors, 
so-called morphogens, such as differentiation-
inducing factors (DIFs) /109,481,677/. DIF produc-
tion is controlled by food sensing /319/. The 
morphogens elicit evolutionarily highly conserved, 
dose-dependent and context-specific ambiguous 
effects causing growth arrest, differentiation and 
apoptosis in various mammalian cell lines /527, 
528/. The DIFs appear to be synthesized in prespore 
cells and are inactivated in prestalk cells /481/. At 
low doses DIFs may induce prespore differentiation 
/741/ but at higher doses are requisite for prestalk 
cell development /481/. The cell types remain toti-

potent until late in development, leading to a high 
plasticity of differentiation /677/. In accordance 
with the ambiguity of the signal, regulation of 
transduction pathways is highly promiscuous and 
coordinated /1033,1077/. Effector mechanisms of 
DIFs include the elevation of intracellular Ca2+ 

/878,1076/ and uncoupling of mitochondrial 
respiratory activity /907,1076/, both pathways to 
oxidative stress. Mitochondrial uncouplers, on the 
other hand, can induce stalk cell differentiation 
/1076/. As in mammalian differentiation, mito-
chondrial biogenesis is necessary for prespore 
differentiation /907/. Further circumstantial evi-
dence, such as the requirement of an oxygen 
atmosphere and of mitochondrial functional 
changes /648,870/, emphasize the developmental 
involvement of mitochondria and metabolic/oxida-
tive stress. Remarkably, prespore cells determine 
the fate of apoptosing prestalk cells and ensure 
the provision of nutrient-supplying and spore 
dispersion-mediating apoptotic stalk cells. Thus, 
prespore cells inhibit the conversion of prestalk to 
prespore cells /438,906/, while prespore cells 
become apoptotic stalk cells when prestalk cells are 
removed from the equilibrium /697/. The evolu-
tionary rationale of these mechanisms was further 
highlighted by a system involving successive cell 
killing by ricin A. Killing of prestalk cells had no 
impact on cell-type proportions (nutrients for the 
prespore cells are thus abundantly provided by the 
dead cells) while prespore cell killing led to the 
eventual conversion of all prestalk cells to prespore 
cells (to provide gene survival-ensuring spores) 
/906/. It can be inferred that survival and death of 
cells depend on environmental cues, the proportion 
of dying cells being determined by and hence 
regulated according to the needs of the surviving 
cells. Dictyostelium is also an illustrative example 
of how differentiation as the primary stress 
resistance process (providing spores) cooperates 
with apoptosis in morphogenesis to create a fruiting 
body which ensures the aerial distribution of spores 
/109,677,704/. At the onset of metazoan phylo-
genesis, clones of protozoa forming permanent or 
long-term clusters may have lost their ability to 
adequately supply the cells in the core of the 
aggregates, thus exposing them to deprivation 
stress. A potential mechanism for such a defect was 
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recently demonstrated in biofilms of mutant 
bacteria. These microbes failed to maintain the 
elaborate architecture of pillars and columns with 
water channels between them which function like a 
primitive circulatory system /206/. The ensuing 
differentiation/apoptosis response may have created 
a cavern which could have developed into a sphere 
or simple stomach as seen in primitive Metazoa 
such as Volvox, the sponges and hydras /330,498/, 
and as mimicked during the development of mam-
malian blastocysts /188,1061/. Later, the formation 
of the metazoan internal milieu allowed the 
regulation of the tropism of individual cells by an 
intricately tuned array of neurotransmitters, hor-
mones and growth factors which constitutively 
engender deprivation responses independent of 
environmental conditions. Mediated by these 
agents, multicellular organisms "learned" to create 
circumscriptive deprivation domains to employ the 
evolutionary fixed differentiation/apoptosis response 
for the molding of specialized structures and 
diversification of organ functions. 

In the following, the conservation of the out-
lined features of Dictyostelium development will be 
traced through the entire phylogenesis to highlight 
the followings notions: 1) The differentiation/ 
apoptosis coupling is an evolutionarily fixed depri-
vation syndrome. 2) The process is plastic until late 
stages and hence is regulated by a multitude of 
promiscuous pathways. 3) Controlled by the cel-
lular environment and context-specific mediators, 
apoptosis is not suicide but cytocide. 

4.1 The differentiation/apoptosis coupling is an 
evolutionarily fixed deprivation syndrome 

While the classification of apoptosis as a 
deprivation syndrome is more or less trivial as it 
corresponds to routine experimental experience, the 
appreciation of differentiation as a deprivation 
syndrome is not as readily plausible. A first clue 
comes from the findings that metazoan differen-
tiation may be regulated by SOS-like systems /396/, 
hence conserving regulatory pathways established 
in differentiating bacteria /1093/. Induction of 
stress responses, stationary phase and differen-
tiation are all controlled by the same regulons /43, 
1010/. In Metazoa, as in unicellular organisms, cell 
cycle arrest is a prerequisite of differentiation /178/. 

Growth arrest is associated with loss of clono-
genicity /54,667/, a phenomenon which is routinely 
ascribed to apoptotic processes which may result in 
a variety of misinterpretations /113,328,391/. Dif-
ferentiation is a common response of metazoan 
cells which are exposed to stressors, such as 
ionizing radiation, anaerobiosis, and mechanical, 
acid, osmotic or thermal stress /137,141,1041/, and 
is routinely associated with nutrient deprivation in 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes /298,602,979/. Like 
their unicellular progeny, differentiated metazoan 
cells from a variety of tissues are more resistant to 
stressors and apoptosis /40,857,1053,1112/, charac-
terizing differentiation as a phylogenetically con-
served stress resistance survival response. Parti-
cular emphasis should be given to the fact that 
differentiation is associated with increased oxida-
tive stress in a multitude of cell lines /297,932, 
961/. Indicating their causal role, differentiation can 
be induced by reactive oxygen species (ROS) /367, 
700/ including nitric oxide (NO) /367,1003/ and 
lipid peroxidation products /228/, and suppressed 
by antioxidants /152,470/. Oxidative stress is also 
the common denominator and mediator of 
differentiation-inducing stressors /141/. Further 
evidence is a decreased generation of reducing 
equivalents, increased oxidant production, in-
creased compensatory antioxidant enzyme activity 
and shift of redox balance /152,297,774,932/. The 
increased mitochondrial generation of ROS by 
differentiated cells /102/ may be related to their 
persistent state of stress tolerance /1034/ (see 
above). Another feature characterizing differen-
tiating cells includes both decreased /85,570,910/ 
and increased /140,463,664/ DNA repair capacity. 
Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) is activated 
by DNA strand breaks and participates in DNA 
repair /777,902/. Decreased PARP activity is 
associated with delayed DNA repair /232,887/, 
elevated genetic rearrangements and genomic in-
stability /454/. Inhibition of PARP and of topo-
isomerases, other DNA repair enzymes, induces 
differentiation /249,541/ and, conversely, differen-
tiation may be associated with downregulation of 
these enzymes /82,478/. For instance, 4-hydroxy-
nonenal, a lipid peroxidation product and inducer 
of oxidative stress, which activates stress signaling 
pathways /1008/, can induce differentiation /228/. 
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This process is mediated by PARP inhibition, 
which links oxidative stress and mutagenesis to dif-
ferentiation /1015/. Remarkably, DNA fragmenta-
tion is a frequent mode of action of differentiation-
inducing agents /182,349,357/. Quantitative and 
qualitative changes of a multitude of DNA repair 
enzymes may depend on the stage of differentiation 
with regard to the induction or fixation of muta-
genic and recombinant changes /82,795/. The activity 
of differentiation-associated genetic rearrangement 
may be increased and thus PARP is particularly 
modulated during differentiation in lympho- and 
hematopoietic cell populations /82/. 

Compliant with a deprivation syndrome, diffe-
rentiating cells exhibit, depending on the cell type, 
a variety of metabolic features which suggest that, 
induced by hormones and mediated by stress 
transduction pathways /21,54,161,443/, the cells 
experience hypometabolic or energetic stress-like 
states. Cellular metabolic stress markers are expres-
sed. HSPs are upregulated /153,244/, indicating 
ATP depletion /625/. The glucose-regulated pro-
teins (GRPs), a phylogenetically conserved family 
of chaperones structurally related to HSP, are 
localized in the endoplasmic reticulum and 
activated following glucose/oxygen depletion, Ca2+ 

influx and a variety of stressors /547/. They have a 
role in the normalization of dysregulated Ca2+ and 
redox balance / I I02 / . GRPs are expressed during 
differentiation of various cell lines /979,1038/. 
Autophagy, the degradation and digestion of 
cellular contents, is another feature indicating 
cellular nutrient shortage. Autophagy is crucial for 
cellular survival during starvation and also plays a 
key role in differentiation and apoptosis /675,733/. 
Remarkably, autophagy is determined by the 
mitochondrial supply of carbon fuel /44,158/ and 
includes the clearance of mitochondria /5 54,73 3/. 
Together with mitochondrial biogenesis /1041/, 
mitochondrial autophagy may be a means to speed 
up mitochondrial turnover, thereby enforcing the 
adaptation of metabolism from proliferation to 
stasis. In fact, cellular stress /189,314/, differen-
tiation /472/ and apoptosis /227,864/ are all associ-
ated with functionally heterogeneous, dynamically 
changing mitochondrial populations. 

Differentiation is accompanied by stress response-
like adaptations of the glucose-fatty acid cycle. 

Reminiscent of catabolite repression, glucose-
containing media may deter differentiation /88, 
952/. As further circumstantial evidence, pro-
glycolytic nicotinic acetylcholine receptors /389/ 
are downregulated during differentiation /365/ and 
the cholinergic system only develops after matura-
tion of the CNS /770/. Conversely, fatty acids may 
induce differentiation /968/, and differentiating 
cells exhibit fatty acid and ketone bodies utilization 
in preference to glucose /254,347/. The essential 
role of lipid metabolism is highlighted by the 
differentiation-associated upregulation of members 
of the low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor gene 
family in a variety of cell lines /277,1060/ and 
defective maturation following knockout of a LDL 
receptor gene family member /1078/. AMP-activa-
ted protein kinase, a key activator of fatty acid 
oxidation, is involved in animal and plant 
differentiation programs /100,399/ and inhibits 
apoptosis /946/. PPARs are activated not only in 
adipocyte differentiation but also in a multitude of 
cellular differentiation programs /274/ and are 
under control of Notch-1 /322/. Indicating its 
Janus-faced role, PPAR activation may augment 
differentiation /148/ and, following serum depriva-
tion, apoptosis /148/, both mechanistically linked to 
the generation of oxidative stress /1096/. Finally, 
the regulation of PPARs by dietary fatty acids /223/ 
is evidence for regulatory interfaces of cellular 
stress-related redox homeostasis and lipid metabo-
lism with substantial impact on cell fate decisions. 

4.2 The process is plastic until late stages and 
therefore is regulated by a multitude of 
promiscuous pathways 

The very existence of "programmed cell death" 
is hardly compatible with the biological bases of 
evolution. Should cells which have survived the 
harshest selection pressures for billions of years 
invest energy in their demise and submit to their 
fates at relatively moderate adverse conditions 
which did not consume their energy reserves? It 
was the contra-intuitive nature of this notion which, 
for 20 years, prevented the general acceptance of 
the apoptosis concept. Moreover, simple Metazoa 
such as nematodes develop grossly normal in the 
absence of apoptosis, indicating that programmed 
cell death, at least during early metazoan phylo-
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geny, is not a developmental necessity /265Λ On 
the other hand, the evolutionary rationale for this 
programming must be quite strong since it sufficed 
to overrule the more simple (and egoistic) reaction 
type of metabolic dormancy as it is followed in 
bacteria by sporulation and as would also have been 
feasible in Metazoa following ced-9/Bcl-2 expres-
sion /323,640/. That this rationale in its last 
consequence is anti-oncogenic can be inferred from 
the pro-oncogenic effects of Bcl-2 /20,276/. It has 
been argued that the apoptotic death of some 
ensures the survival of the species or as a silent 
demise causes their neighbors no trouble 1221 and 
thus has an altruistic rationale. Evolutionary 
biologists have learned to distrust altruistic theories 
that rely on advantages to whole populations /207, 
833/. When individual and group advantage 
conflict, individual egoism usually prevails. In 
particular, at the level of genes altruism should be 
an unfavorable feature and evolutionarily doomed 
/207/. Since the differentiation/apoptosis pairing 
evolved at the unicellular stage, an evolutionary 
rationale which is able to elaborate the potential 
advantage(s) for the individual cell appears manda-
tory. Apoptosis cannot have evolved in unicellular, 
germ-like cells as a stand-alone process since such 
a process which would result in the reliable 
removal of the genotype from the population could 
not have persisted during natural selection /17/. 
Evolution selected for organisms which succeeded 
to reconcile the competing interests between the 
short-term, egoistic survival of the individual 
organism and the long-term goal of survival of the 
genes. These organisms obtained a fitness advan-
tage (more resistant spores) by linking individual 
death and survival in a hybrid process. Far from 
being altruistic suicide, apoptotic death was 
programmed as a mutagenic survival response 
which, however, was socially thwarted (see below). 
In contrast to a programming of death, the 
programming of survival conserved the very basis 
and continuity of the evolutionary master-plan. In 
fact, pro-apoptotic protein domains, including 
caspase domains, can be traced back to unicellular 
eukaryotes and prokaryotes /30/. These domains are 
associated with cell stress functions and pathogen 
resistance in plants /165,844/ and antibiotic produc-
tion and differentiation in the social bacteria 

Streptomyces /645,1016/, indicating that apoptosis 
is phylogenetically linked to and thus evolved from 
survival responses. But how may these organisms, 
which were selected for their hardiness and 
resilience, have been lured into actively pursuing a 
genetic program which ultimately leads to their 
demise? The clue to this enigma takes shape when 
comparing the elementary processes during both 
differentiation and apoptosis. A comprehensive 
literature search confirms that both processes share 
a multitude of stress-related signaling pathways and 
effectors which often exhibit Janus-faced mecha-
nisms. Differences with regard to the usage of these 
signaling pathways may be more quantitative than 
qualitative. The differentiation/apoptosis balance 
appears to be determined, e.g., by the energy and 
redox status of the cell /34,132,152/, HSP expres-
sion /34/, the cyclic AMP level /161,210/ and its 
responsive element modulator CREM /872/, growth 
factor activity /673,717,851/, balance of pro- and 
anti-apoptotic factors of the Bcl-2 family /851,962, 
1057,1112/, p53 activation /21,813,857/, Notch 
expression /37,670/, intracellular p21 expression 
and distribution /40,1057/, extracellular matrix con-
stituents /5,1057/, caspase activation /729,1062/, 
DNA repair /840/, and finally the amount of DNA 
fragmentation /520,1068/. In fact, lymphoblastoid 
cells undergoing apoptosis exhibit a variety of 
differentiation-associated features including inter-
nucleosomal DNA fragmentation and convolution 
of nuclei, and only differ with respect to chromatin 
condensation and externalization of phosphatidyl-
serine /807/. Thus, from Dictyostelium /677,730/ 
throughout phylogenesis /874,934/ deprivation in-
duces a program in which the cell cycle stage at the 
onset of deprivation appears to determine the 
outcome which, however, is reached via a cascade 
of ambiguous events. 

Although determined at an early stage, an as late 
as possible delay of survival/death commitment 
would have given cells the option to escape from 
demise should environmental conditions have 
improved in the meantime. Energy availability, 
therefore, ultimately controls death commitment 
/258,413,831/. The interpretation of apoptosis as an 
evolutionary trap would gain plausibility, the longer 
the pathways which are shared with differentiation 
would remain plastic and the further downstream 
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death commitment is irreversible. This decision 
point may vary depending on the cell type and, at 
least in part, due to the necessity of genome 
rearrangement and hence DNA breaks during 
differentiation. In a variety of cell lines, reduced 
mitochondrial membrane potential and release of 
cytochrome c from mitochondria is not the commit-
ment step of apoptosis /245,445,639/. Cytochrome 
c release may be an early event and may serve to 
inhibit mitochondrial respiration /1026/ and stabi-
lize the mitochondrial membrane potential by 
oxidation of extramitochondrial NADH /93,641/. 
These actions are compatible with a primary cyto-
protective capacity during cellular stress. Moreover, 
cytochrome c appears to act as an antioxidant to 
protect cells exposed to oxidative stress /517,927/ 
and, in a Janus-faced manner, may exhibit pro-
apoptotic, pro-oxidant activity only at higher con-
centrations /383,705/. Exemplifying this ambiguity 
of the signal, cytochrome c is also released from 
mitochondria during monocytic differentiation 
/749Λ Nor does activation of downstream caspases 
mark the execution phase /267,445,468,1073/. In 
fact, caspase activation is also a feature of 
differentiation /729,749,1062/ and appears to be 
essential for T-cell activation and proliferation 
/485,1056,1073,1107/. The finding that PARP, the 
DNA repair protein, is cleaved by caspases during 
apoptosis has been taken as evidence for the 
detrimental actions of caspases. However, cleavage 
of PARP may also be cytoprotective, preventing 
NAD+ exhaustion (see below). Experiments with 
mutant, uncleavable PARP reveal that PARP 
cleavage by caspases may function to delay or pre-
vent the onset of apoptosis /99,393/. Intriguingly, 
findings suggesting the opposite function have been 
reported as well /361,739/ and the discrepancy may 
be due to different basal NAD+ levels /185/. 
Activation of caspase-1 may be anti-apoptotic /1063/ 
and IL-lß, the proteolytic product of caspase-1, has 
both pro- and anti-apoptotic effects /307,531/. Con-
verging lines of evidence suggest that DNAses 
which are activated by caspases are still subject to 
counterregulatory inhibition /749,861,865/. Single-
strand breaks (the initial lesion in apoptosis /767/) 
and DNA fragmentation are reversible stress re-
sponses and prerequisites for DNA rearrangements 
/506/ but not death markers /936,1009/ which is 

also evidenced by the findings that cells with DNA 
damage can be rescued by Bcl-2 /219,819/. Further-
more, p53, the guardian of genome integrity and 
inducer of DNA repair (see below), is involved in 
several steps of differentiation pathways /14,51/, 
which strongly argues for the role of DNA breaks 
as a prerequisite for rearrangement. In fact, cell 
populations such as neurons, thymocytes, myo-
cytes, bone marrow stem cells, intestinal crypt 
cells, germ cells and lens fiber cells require double 
strand breaks and even internucleosomal DNA 
fragmentation to create cellular diversity during 
differentiation /199,321,331,520,647,749,807,1068, 
1080/. It should be emphasized that there are also 
apoptosis pathways, as in differentiation, in which 
DNA fragmentation is not required /179,280,890/. 
Intriguingly, undifferentiated myoblasts, when they 
undergo apoptosis, do not undergo DNA fragmen-
tation but their differentiated counterparts do /292/. 
It is tempting to speculate that apoptotic DNA 
fragmentation is intimately related to the state of 
differentiation, particularly as endonuclease activi-
ties change during differentiation /26,658/. p53-
mediated DNA repair is a constituent of p53 
effector mechanisms in apoptosis /321,328,608, 
976/ which further highlights the yin-yang nature of 
the differentiation-apoptosis balance. An impres-
sion of the 'perfidiousness' (from the viewpoint of 
the affected cell) of the regulatory networks turning 
a survival response into cell death may be gained 
from the redox-regulated "NAD+ waste" pathway. 
Protagonists of this pathway are radical species 
(NO or ROS), GAPDH, the NAD+/NADH couple, 
and PARP. GAPDH catalyses one of the most 
important steps of glycolysis, generating an energy-
rich phosphate bond (which further yields ATP) 
and reducing NAD+ to NADH whose electron fuels 
the mitochondrial electron transport chain after 
being shuttled across mitochondrial membranes. 
Moreover, GAPDH exerts pleiotropic effects 
depending on its oligomeric state. These functions 
may serve to adapt glycolytic flux to demand and 
simultaneously link metabolism with nuclear events 
related to ADP ribosylation in DNA repair, trans-
cription activation, mutagenesis and DNA fragmen-
tation. Thus, oxidative stress inhibits GAPDH 
activity and impairs carbohydrate metabolism /679, 
884/. Furthermore, NO and ROS elicit the ADP-
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ribosylation of GAPDH via covalent NAD+ bin-
ding /679,922/. A further both NO-dependent and 
-independent GAPDH capacity includes an (auto)-
ADP-ribosyl transferase activity /519,679,748/ 
which may involve the enzyme in the cellular ADP-
ribosylation emergency response /612,1079/. In a 
variety of deprivation syndromes, GAPDH is 
upregulated by p53 /160/, translocated from the 
cytosol to the nucleus /875/, and is causally 
involved in apoptotic pathways /80/. In the nucleus, 
GAPDH, in a DNA-binding capacity /683,850/ and 
with its uracil DNA glycosylase activity /65,668/, 
may participate with PARP in the histone shuttling 
DNA repair mechanism /15,873/. NAD+, however, 
is consumed by the poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation reactions 
/720,1110/. This functions as a primarily cyto-
protective feedback loop in response to deprivation 
resulting in attenuation of oxygen radical toxicity 
/435/, induction of hypometabolism, depletion of 
cellular ATP and inhibition of proliferation /83, 
985,1079/. On the other hand, the NAD+ (and 
NADH) depletion may finally lead to loss of 
mitochondrial membrane potential /166/ and apop-
tosis /720,777,887/. NAD+ precursors protect cells 
against apoptosis and the cytoprotective mecha-
nisms are associated with increased nuclear and 
cytosolic levels of GAPDH /196,501,985/. As 
evidence of its Janus-faced capacity, ADP-ribosyla-
tion is requisite for differentiation in all phyla /284, 
724/ and inhibition of ADP-ribosylation blocks 
differentiation pathways /463,489/. Likewise, GAPDH 
upregulation also plays an essential role in 
differentiation /58,124/ and cancerogenesis /338, 
493/. Thus, in a (patho)physiological continuum the 
oxidative stress-dependent ribosylation response 
turns the cytoprotective DNA repair activity either 
into a survival/differentiation pathway or an NAD+ 

waste syndrome and apoptosis vehicle. Thereby, 
cells literally rescue themselves to death. Another 
molecular 'Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde' switch, turning a 
rescue program into a detrimental process, has been 
reported recently: an enzyme synthesized as a 
serpin with anti-protease activity is post-transla-
tionally modified during apoptosis to yield a 
protein with endonuclease activity /993/. A variety 
of other Janus-faced effectors such as ROS, 
deprivin/amyloid ß-protein (Aß) /389/, and tumor 
necrosis factor (TNF), to name just a few, appear to 

engage in dose-dependent and context-specific 
actions with ambiguous effects on the differentiation/ 
apoptosis balance. For instance, ROS regulate 
caspases 12191 and either activate or downregulate 
DNA repair activity /149,805/, leading to tolerance, 
differentiation or apoptosis. Thus, in spite of the 
early cell fate decision, the process remains plastic 
and the final commitment point for cell death or 
differentiation appears to be quite late, possibly at 
the level of DNA repair fidelity. 

4.3 Apoptosis is not suicide but cytocide 

The contra-intuitive concept of cell suicide 
which was proposed for the first time in 1972 /487/ 
was only generally accepted 20 years later when 
genes (ced-3 and ced-4) were identified in the 
worm Caenorhabditis elegans which code for 
proteases which are homologues of caspases 12651. 
The plausibility of this notion was determined 
decisively by the belief that the caspases are 
exclusively dedicated to the control of apoptosis 
/802/. However, the emerging realization that cas-
pases regulate a variety of cell cycle processes /10, 
485,749/ should instigate a thorough re-evaluation 
of this concept. Thus, I fundamentally question that 
a cell may be programmed to commit suicide. In 
fact, many features increasingly bring into question 
the distinction between altruistic suicide in pro-
grammed cell death and active killing during 
accidental or stressful apoptosis /810/. The defini-
tion of the differentiation/apoptosis balance as a 
socially coordinated hybrid process implies that the 
level of regulation of this process must be outside 
the individual cell. In fact, in all cases studied to 
date, apoptosis is regulated by signals provided by 
other cells /17/. Therefore, the concept is advanced 
that exogenous factor-mediated cytocide is the 
underlying mechanism of apoptosis. 

Fratricide is already a routine finding in bacte-
rial colony dynamics. During bacterial stationary 
phase, mutated cells take over the colony /294, 
1103/ and the population dynamics suggest that this 
occurs by the killing of non-mutated cells /59, 
1104/. Importantly, there are repeated cycles of 
takeovers of incrementally resistant cell popula-
tions /294,1103,1114/. The takeovers may be medi-
ated by bacteriocins /446,975/. These agents, which 
may have evolved as vehicles of plasmid and 
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bacteriophage propagation, are employed by 
bacteria as cytotoxic weapons in intra- and inter-
species combat /446,1092/. Bacteriocins are expres-
sed under stationary phase conditions and following 
other environmental stressors and are under the 
control of the SOS regulon /270,446,863/. Bacterio-
cins exhibit a high diversity /270,446,746,83 5/. On 
the other hand, cells protect themselves against the 
toxicity of their own and foreign products by 
production of immunity proteins /446,746,835/. 
These immunity proteins may have broad specifi-
cities conferring a defense to related agents and 
hence a competitive advantage in the 'arms race' 
/746,975/. Intriguingly, bacteriocin production may 
also be dependent on quorum-sensing pheromones 
/380,503/ and bacteriocins themselves may have 
pheromone-like activities /380/. Antibiotics are 
paradigmatic weapons of microbial intra- and 
interspecies warfare. Strains of Streptomyces are 
particularly proficient in producing a variety of 
agents, such as streptomycin, chloramphenicol, 
neomycin or kanamycin /415,419/. Upon entry into 
stationary phase and after depletion of intracellular 
carbon reserves (glycogen and polyhydroxybuty-
rate) antibiotic production is upregulated /136,808, 
826/. Regulated by the same genes as the anti-
biosynthetic circuit, a variety of mechanisms are 
employed by producing strains to induce resistance 
against their products and related agents /136,409, 
415,419/. Antibiotic production is controlled by 
diffusible hormone-like factors (e.g. A-factor), 
which also regulate differentiation, leading to aerial 
mycelia and sporulation /151,418,482/. Remark-
ably, differentiation is accompanied by hyphal cell 
death which is reminiscent of eukaryotic apoptosis 
Ι6Ί2,Ί\2Ι. Death domains are widely distributed in 
Streptomyces, e.g. in proteins which regulate anti-
biotic production /30/, a finding which phylogeneti-
cally links the antibiotic effector and apoptotic 
response. The effector pathways are conserved, as 
evidenced by apoptogenic actions in mammalian 
cells of a variety of Streptomyces-produced agents 
/416,1017,1090/. An intriguing shared catabolite 
repression and regulation links starvation-induced 
expression of α-amylase /1037/, agarase /757/, 
chitinase /711/, and galactose and glycerol metabo-
lism /400/ with antibiotic production /787,788/ and 
morphogenesis /787,788/. These links may define 

antibiotic production as yet another means to tap 
alternative carbon sources. Α-factor biosynthesis is 
associated with an energetic cost /1027/ and hence 
is genetically unstable /417/. Thus, frequent loss of 
antibiotic production and resistance occurs /192, 
497/, particularly under stress conditions /497/. 
Moreover, acquisition of resistance in a bacterial 
colony is dependent on the amount of cell material 
/136,310/. These mechanisms may serve to ensure 
the availability of 'prey' in conditions of demand. 
Another example of starvation-related cytocide is 
the cell density-dependent release of branched-
chain fatty acids by myxobacterial cells during 
fruiting body formation which cause the death and 
autolysis of a portion of the population /241,913/. 
The defense may consist in the secretion of fatty 
acid modifying enzyme which detoxifies the fatty 
acids by esterification to cholesterol /144/. Yeasts 
also engage killer toxins in inter- and intraspecies 
aggression /II9/ . Again, an immunity system pro-
tects the toxin-producing cell. 

At the evolutionary advent of metazoan cells, 
cytocide was firmly established in prokaryotic and 
protist colonies. These processes have been ex-
ploited in metazoan organisms for the enforcement 
of tissue homeostasis. Target cell lysis by profes-
sional killer cells, e.g. cytotoxic Τ lymphocytes and 
natural killer cells, is a well-known phenomenon of 
immune surveillance and a means to remove 
infected or transformed cells. In a race of arms, 
tumor cells fight back and kill killer cells /133/. 
Target cell death is induced via both the Fas ligand 
(FasL) (see below) and the perforin/granzymes 
pathways /607,784/. Evolutionarily conserved, per-
forin /947/, like bacteriocins /760/ and yeast killer 
toxins /119/, use transmembrane channels as the 
mechanism to induce cell death. Bystander killing, 
the killing of naive cells adjacent to damaged cells 
or activated immunocompetent cells /156,235, 
866/, also carries features of cytocide and may, at 
least in part, be mediated by p53-dependent 
secretion of growth inhibitors /508/ or by FasL 
/110,638/. Without any doubt, cytocide is the mecha-
nism in immunocompetent killing. Intriguingly, 
however, the targeted cells respond to the cytotoxic 
aggression with apoptotic events /110,133,156, 
235,784,866/. 
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To further elucidate the nature of apoptosis, the 
question is addressed as to whether developmental 
and accidental cell death/apoptosis are also due to 
cytotoxic aggression. Intriguing evidence for the 
occurrence of stress-related cytocide in Metazoa 
comes from a variety of experiments: 1). In irradi-
ated cell populations, cell death or genomic 
instability result from both direct damage and a so-
called 'bystander effect' in non-hit cells /600,691, 
1113/. Findings argue for the generation of a 
humoral apoptogenic/mutagenic signal underlying 
the bystander effect /600,691/. As such, growth 
arrest and/or killing of naive cells is elicited by 
medium conditioned by cells exposed to irradiation, 
heat or oxidative stress /508,689,949,1012/. This 
effect was even enhanced after disruption of inter-
cellular communication /690/. In addition, distant 
progeny of bystanders and conditioned medium-
exposed cells persistently exhibit genomic insta-
bility /600,690,691/. On the other hand, condi-
tioned medium from cells collected 22 h after 
irradiation, a time interval necessary to induce 
tolerance, is able to protect naive cells against 
irradiation and oxidative stress /329/. Oxidative 
stress appears to play a role in the bystander effect 
/177,266/. Energy metabolism and redox balance 
modulate both the induction of the humoral signal 
and the death response /691/, indicating the require-
ment of metabolic competence and vital endanger-
ment for the cytotoxic signal generation. Intriguing-
ly, a GPDH mutant cell line with impaired 
glycolytic competence is unable to produce the 
killing signal but is able to express the bystander 
response /691/, corroborating the different roles of 
GPDH in metabolic activity and apoptosis (see 
above). In plant cells, exposure to medium condi-
tioned by senescent cells may lead context-
dependently to apoptosis /601/, which is further 
evidence for the relevance of these mechanisms to 
the general deprivation syndrome. 2). Single cells 
exposed to radiation have a substantially better 
initial survival but increased delayed cell death and 
lethal mutations in the progeny than when irradi-
ated in microcolonies /5 81,689/. These findings 
may support the notion that social stress responses 
are associated with socially-induced cell death 
while asocial survival programs lead to genetic 
instability and mutated phenotypes. In another 

experimental setting, crowded cultures had a 
survival disadvantage following oxygen and glu-
cose deprivation /1094/. A clue to the mechanism 
mediating the stress survival handicap of cells in 
high density communities is provided by the 
finding that high cell density (which itself can be a 
stress factor) is associated with the release of 
soluble peptide factor(s) which induce apoptosis 
/129,551,858/. 3). Membrane- and soluble factor-
associated cytocide appears to be associated with 
cell-cycle events during ontogenesis in the blasto-
cyst /778/, during blastocyst endometrial adherence 
/317/, organogenesis /810/ and cyclic apoptotic 
changes in the endometrium /614/. 4). Killing of 
adjacent cells may also be achieved via intercellular 
gap junctions /577/. These phenomena are com-
patible with a concept that non-immunological 
cytocide (like tolerance, see above) is a soluble 
factor- and intercellular communication-mediated 
metazoan behavior which is expressed following 
stress and during developmental events. 

A multitude of agents qualify as cytocidal 
mediators. Importantly, these agents are ambiguous 
signals which can mediate either survival or death 
depending on the energy and redox status of the 
target cells and the dose of the agent: 1). Members 
of the transforming growth factor (TGF) and 
fibroblast growth factor (FGF) families lead in 
target cells to the suppression of survival factors 
and/or production of factor(s) which can induce 
oxidative stress-mediated apoptosis of normal and 
transformed cells /239,379/. Reminiscent of ambi-
valent DIFs in Dictyostelium development, TGFs 
are also expressed during differentiation /494,714/ 
and support the differentiation and morphogenesis 
of a variety of tissues /473,494,546,714/. The diffe-
rentiation-apoptosis switch appears to be dependent 
for instance on functional markers in monocytes 
/473/ or the maintenance of supportive synaptic 
connectivity in neurons /216/. 2). Deprivin (Aß), 
the product of APP metabolism under deprivation 
conditions, is at the crossroads of cellular stress 
responses and, as a paracrine and autocrine agent, 
mediates metabolic adaptations and cell fate 
decisions /389/. 3). The Fas/FasL system represents 
membrane-associated and soluble agents which 
mediate an intricate network of pro- and anti-
apoptotic aggressors and defenses in immune-
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competent and -incompetent cells /66,698,699,780, 
810/. FasL (the killer) is expressed and released by 
professional and nonprofessional phagocytes and 
may induce apoptosis in a variety of organ systems 
/66,780/. For instance, FasL may be responsible for 
soluble factor-associated cytocide in chronic renal 
failure and multiple sclerosis /12,881/. Intriguingly, 
oxidative stress appears to induce upregulation of 
Fas /215,958/ and FasL /64,1039/ expression, while 
Fas signaling involves mitochondrially-generated 
oxidative stress /55,1064/ and inhibition of HSP 
upregulation /882/, thus increasing the apoptotic 
vulnerability of cells. 4). SARPs, a family of 
proteins secreted by growth arrested but not 
exponentially growing cells, may render other cells 
either more or less susceptible to apoptotic stimuli 
16621, thus mediating both apoptosis and tolerance. 
5). Exogenous factors also control the defensive 
capacities of cells, e.g. by regulating the expression 
of Fas and FasL /46,168/, HSPs /888,1099/ or Bcl-2 
family members /180,851,977/. Deprivin/Aß may 
at least in part exert its pro-apoptotic effects by 
downregulating Bcl-2 and upregulating bax 
expression /753/. 6). TNF can serve as an example 
of the context-specificity and oxidative stress-
related nature of the signal. TNF may induce sur-
vival /57,535/ or silence survival signals /1032/ and 
trigger cell death /812/. Importantly, these varied 
actions are associated with either upregulation of 
antioxidant defenses /57,111,918/ or oxidative 
stress /344,917/. The cellular redox system thus 
plays an essential role in the signaling of TNF /341/ 
and also regulates its expression /582/ establishing 
a complex feedforward and feedback cycle. 7.) This 
list could be extended by a multitude of Janus-
faced agents, such as interleukins, growth factors 
(e.g. neurotrophins /131/), and hormones. 8). Finally, 
cellular Ca2+-redox homeostasis is the common 
pathway mediating the agents' effects context-
specifically and thus is the final arbiter of life or 
death. Increase of Ca2+ in the target cells is the 
integrator of cytocide mechanisms which involve 
the target cell's endogenous machinery to achieve 
DNA fragmentation /622,652/. NO and H 2 0 2 and 
their interaction products exert both inter- and 
intracellular, pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic effects 
depending on the redox status of the target cell 
/112,275,1003/. Redox balance is the integrative 

level which is targeted by the morphogens (such as 
TNF and TGF). As amplifiers which entertain 
radical chain reactions, cytotoxic lipid peroxidation 
products such as oxidized low-density lipoproteins, 
malondialdehyde or 4-hydroxynonenal /669,1008/ 
may also mediate fratricide. 

Taken at face value, a variety of metazoan cell 
death programs are induced following plain cyto-
toxic aggressions. If these events would lead to 
necrosis the interpretation as cell killing would be 
unanimous. What confounds even the unbiased 
observer is the fact that during apoptosis a program 
is actively pursued which suggests the collaboration 
of the victim with the aggressor in the causation of 
cell death. Hence, target cell apoptosis was inter-
preted as "involuntary suicide" /784/. However, 
linking the deprivation context, the unicellular 
egoistic programming, the association with dif-
ferentiation and the social demands in a coherent, 
plausible evolutionary rationale yields an apoptosis 
scenario in which social compulsions collide with 
selfish resilience, a conflict which is resolved by a 
socially thwarted egoistic survival response. These 
conflicting interests manifest in a confounding 
push-pull phenotype (see below). The concept of 
apoptosis as cytocide not only has to define cyto-
cidal mechanisms but is also supported by the 
identification of, at least transient, defensive behaviors 
which argue against a tacit consent on the part of 
the victim. In fact, apoptotic death does not come 
voluntarily and needs some violent "persuasion" 
/31/ as evidenced by the finding of cellular anti-
dotes against cytocidal agents. Saturation of fatty 
acids in membrane phospholipids increases during 
apoptosis /921/ as a means against lipoperoxi-
dation, a protective behavior which is also em-
ployed by stressed bacterial /828/, yeast /945/ and 
mammalian cells /388,1043/. p53 is not the un-
conditional relentless "terminator" but upregulates 
antioxidant defense /974/ and activates DNA repair 
/321,328,608,976/. A family of apoptosis inhibitory 
proteins (IAP) is phylogenetically conserved from 
yeast to insects and mammals /1019/. IAPs are 
expressed during apoptosis and mediate the anti-
apoptotic effects of Rel/NF-κΒ transcription factors 
/1085,1101/. IAPs act to prevent cell death by 
inhibiting caspases /224/, Fas receptors /245/ and 
the tumor necrosis signaling pathway /1018/. 
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Importantly, IAPs also play a role in differentiation 
/3,1020/. Anti-apoptotic agents, such as HSPs /6, 
385,783/ and Bcl-2 /868,953/, are expressed in 
apoptosing cells. In a push-pull mechanism these 
defenses, however, are weakened and overwhel-
med, determining the fate of the cell. 

Finally, fratricide-associated cannibalism is not 
only a necessity in deprived bacteria but is also 
employed by metazoan professional and non-
professional phagocytic cells. Intriguingly, engulf-
ment of apoptotic bodies by neighboring cells has 
been demonstrated to sustain their proliferation and 
differentiation /69,1022/. This again exemplifies 
the phylogenetically conserved rationale of the 
differentiation/apoptosis tandem, although 'anach-
ronistic' in a multicellular organism with its 
systemically available resources. As a phylogenetic 
link, the whole range of differentiation/apoptosis 
features can be detected in mammalian blastocysts, 
and evidence suggests its dependence on metabolic 
deprivation /213,398/ and oxidative stress in 
association with fratricide /754/ and cannibalism 
/533Λ 

The mechanisms acting in establishing the 
differentiation/apoptosis deprivation response are 
not unidirectional. It should be borne in mind that 
differentiation initially served to generate dormant, 
resistant life forms which, under favorable environ-
mental conditions, could dedifferentiate and, e.g. in 
the case of Dictyostelium, yield fully vital, vegeta-
tive amoebae. This process is, at least in part, 
conserved in metazoans. During tissue injury and 
repair, a program recapitulates developmental 
processes in reverse order and allows populations 
of differentiated cells to re-enter the cell cycle /377, 
389/. Importantly, retrodifferentiation is associated 
with the loss of specific function of differentiated 
tissues /3 89,824/ and, together with apoptosis, 
aggravates the damage-related initial dysfunction. 
Hence the retrodifferentiation/apoptosis pathway is 
a universal response to injury and plays a salient 
role in virtually every disease. 

5. CARCINOGENESIS, 
THE ASOCIAL DEPRIVATION SYNDROME 

Carcinogenesis can be defined as an asocial 
deprivation response. According to this concept, 

chronic stressors, including proinflammatory agents, 
exert an adaptive stimulus which context-
specifically leads to the selection of autonomous 
cell survival. Importantly, malignant transformation 
carries features of both deprivation /313,440/ and 
regression to unicellular life forms /313,460/. 
Disintegration of intercellular communication 
appears to be a requirement for the asocial 
deprivation response /610,1001,1002/. Stress and 
asociality may determine cellular events which 
recapitulate the mechanisms of bacterial SOS muta-
genesis /362,441,799/. Carcinogenesis is charac-
terized by hypermutability, and mutator phenotypes 
that have higher mutation rates than wild-type cells 
are causally related to hereditary and sporadic 
forms of cancer /592,593,676/. Moreover, this 
genetic instability may be elicited by culture 
medium supernatants conditioned by stressed cells 
/94,901/. In a pathogenic continuum, oxidative 
stress due to endogenous and exogenous sources 
effects carcinogenic mutagenesis /594,634,860/, 
and elicits the disruption of intercellular communi-
cation /1001/, maintenance of transformed pheno-
type /464/, and tumor promotion /139/. Importantly, 
generation of ROS is implicated in the mutagenic 
activity of a variety of carcinogens /634,860/ and 
ionizing radiation /1001/. Via intercellular com-
munication, mutagenicity may also be transmitted 
to naive neighboring cells /II13/, while irradiated 
stroma promotes the expression of tumorigenic 
potential /56/, suggesting that intercellular com-
munication and the tissue milieu may not only 
inhibit but may also enhance neoplastic transforma-
tion. Since mutagenesis is subject to catabolite 
repression, early events during malignant trans-
formation appear to be enhanced under nutrient 
deprivation /353,1091/. However, along the way to 
tumor progression some phenomena of catabolite 
repression may be lost /955/. Thus, propagation of 
tumor cells unwinds preferentially under fuel 
abundance conditions and is impaired by dietary 
restriction /346,450,1046/. The notion that malig-
nant transformation carries features of disturbed 
differentiation and apoptosis /60,821/, but is 
inhibited by differentiation /897/, corroborates its 
interpretation as an atavistic survival program 
under conditions of cellular social deprivation /78, 
689,1094/. Malignant transformation may also 
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occur in chronically stressed non-dividing cells 
/169/ in a process mimicking bacterial stationary 
phase SOS mutagenesis /362/. Loss of DNA mis-
match repair contributes to genetic instability in 
carcinogenesis /592,593,676,991/ and, additionally, 
may play a role in the failure to employ apoptosis 
/991/. Importantly, mismatch repair deficiency may 
manifest conditionally in stressful environments 
/830/. Substantial genomic destabilization is an 
early step of tumor development and can already be 
detected in precancerous cells, suggesting it is a 
cause rather than an effect of malignancy /592,950/. 
Conversely, competence of mismatch repair pre-
vents clonal expansion of cancer cells by growth 
arrest or cell death /128/. The genetic instability of 
tumor cells which encompasses sequential and 
chromosomal instability /246,557/ confers on trans-
formed cells a growth advantage in a stressful 
environment /122,592/. Intriguingly, the mutator 
phenotype may arise in descendants many genera-
tions after the triggering event /94,901/. Aging and 
neoplastic transformation have common mecha-
nisms /170/. A multitude of factors which favor 
carcinogenesis are increased during aging, e.g. loss 
of intercellular communication /538/, cellular 
energetic stress /387/ and downregulation of DNA 
repair /389/. A scenario can be drafted in which 
these factors, with or without genetic disposition 
and exogenous stressors, create a milieu in which 
the social, anti-mutagenic surveillance is lost, 
particularly in rapidly renewable but also in 
terminally differentiated tissues, leading to the 
manifestation of cancer. 

The role of the p53 tumor suppressor gene in 
neoplastic development epitomizes the deprivation 
survival response-type of carcinogenesis. p53 
encodes a protein which has a key role as integrator 
of genotoxic and non-genotoxic stress signals by 
which it is post-translationally modified /29,944, 
1059/. The p53 signaling and effector system is a 
member of a superfamily of evolutionarily con-
served stress-responsive checkpoint proteins which 
regulate cell cycle progression in response to 
stresses /529,718,983/. The product of the p53 
tumor suppressor gene acts as a transcriptional 
regulatory protein with sequence-specific DNA-
binding capacity /282,486/. Wild-type p53 is 
required for social deprivation responses, e.g. 

differentiation and tolerance induction, by affecting 
both redox balance and DNA repair /321,328,608, 
976/. In these capacities, p53 appears to fulfill 
functions in a metazoan SOS-like response /264/. 
The redox modulation of p53 conformation and 
DNA binding /360,756/ and the control of redox 
balance mediated by p53 /458,572/ may have a role 
in its differential regulation of differentiation and 
apoptosis /96,857/. Inactivation of the growth 
arrest- and apoptosis-related functions of p53 
appears to be a requisite step in tumorigenesis. The 
p53 gene is frequently mutated in tumors of diverse 
origins /411,563/. p53 inactivation may also be 
achieved by viral proteins /90,184/. p53 muta-
genesis at hotspots in response to cellular stressors 
of both environmental and endogenous origin /688, 
776/ is not a random response but selective and 
regulated /564,688/. ROS, including NO, possibly 
by a joint action, are the mutagenic agents /431, 
695/, again suggesting a (patho)physiological con-
tinuum of oxidative stress which modulates p53 
activation /603/, DNA binding and transcriptional 
regulation /360,756/ and mutagenesis. Mutational 
hotspots fall in the highly evolutionary conserved 
DNA-binding domain of p53, leading to a pheno-
typic inactivation of p53 /282,486,1050/, a feature 
which emphasizes the importance of the phylo-
genetically conserved function in the cell cycle con-
trol of a multicellular organism and the detrimental 
(carcinogenic) sequelae of mutations. Intriguingly, 
the anti-apoptotic activity of p53 located at the C-
terminal domain is resistant against mutational 
modulation /542Λ The mutations involve a dominant-
negative regulation of wild-type p53 and oncogenic 
gain of function of mutant p53 /529,564,688,847/ 
and confer increased cellular resistance to stressors 
and chemotherapeutic agents /130,1029/, enhanced 
mutagenesis /412,1087/ and recombination /81/, 
and growth advantage even under growth factor 
deprivation /562,763/ and following genotoxic 
damage /351/. The interactions of p53 with HSPs 
are of telltale relevance with regard to the depriva-
tion response properties of p53. p53 tetramer 
binding to DNA may assume either wild-type or 
mutant phenotypes with its unbound dimer, an 
equilibrium which is subject to modulation by 
regulators 16511. HSPs are such regulators, and the 
binding of HSPs to both wild-type /370,646/ and 
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mutant p53 /302,957/ has been reported. Evidently, 
HSPs are involved in the wild-type/mutant con-
formational switch of p53 /359,540/ with hsc70 
favoring the wild-type /1095/ and HSP90 the 
mutant conformation /87/. Through this mechanism, 
stressors may energy-dependently 13591 trigger 
alternative social or asocial deprivation responses. 
HSP-associated modulation of p53 thus remakes in 
a multicellular context what has evolved as the 
regulation of the repair/mutagenesis balance in the 
prokaryote SOS response (see above). A feature of 
the regulatory p53-mdm2 feedback loop empha-
sizes the asocial stress rationale of p53 inactivation. 
mdm2 inhibits p53 by binding to it, blocking its 
ability to transactivate gene expression and stimu-
lating its degradation /381/. In cultured, dispersed 
cells, mdm2 expression is constitutively activated 
by p53, while in intact tissues p53 induces mdm2 
expression only following conditions of stress 
/663/. The expression of gap junctional proteins 
may also be subject to p53 regulation /900/, and 
p53 activation after irradiation is mitigated by gap 
junction disruption and low cell densities /47/, 
consistent with an interdependence of p53 tumor 
suppressor function and intercellular communica-
tion. 

Cells from a variety of cancers display features 
of tolerance (see above), such as constitutive HSP 
expression /3 6,444/, overexpression of proto-onco-
genes of the Bcl-2 family /48,820/, and up-
regulation of antioxidants /214,512/ and DNA 
repair /75,893/. These features occur as naive and 
drug resistance traits and are markers of malig-
nancy and prognosis. The integrated Bcl-2/HSP 
families of stress resistance agents may be the 
ultimate mediators of an asocial/egoistic response. 
They are upregulated during a tolerogenic process 
following chronic stressors (see above) including 
inflammation /312/. HSP overexpression may be 
due to the loss of wild-type p53 HSP repressor 
function /4/ and is causally involved in the proli-
feration and apoptosis resistance of tumor cells /36, 
444/. Bcl-2 inhibits stress-dependent p53 nuclear 
translocation and transcriptional activity /68,1109/, 
inhibits differentiation /372/, protects transformed 
cells against cytocide induced by surrounding 
normal cells /465/, and may facilitate cell proli-
feration /1013/. To the latter end may contribute the 

upregulation of telomerase activity /433,627/. In-
triguingly, the extent to which Bcl-2 may contribute 
to neoplastic transformation is dependent on the 
cell's intercellular communication /221/. Thus, in 
an asocial tolerance-like mechanism, members of 
the Bcl-2 family confer survival, a mutator pheno-
type /163,1075/, and proliferation. 

6. SOCIAL AND ASOCIAL STRESS RESISTANCE 
AND MUTAGENESIS: THE EVOLUTIONARY 

FRAMEWORK OF DIFFERENTIATION, APOPTOSIS 
AND CARCINOGENESIS 

Modulated by quorum sensing, nutrient avail-
ability, and stressor intensity, asocial prokaryotes 
respond to deprivation by oppositely regulating 
DNA repair, leading to either stress resistance or 
mutagenesis. In the social prokaryotes, such as 
Streptomyces and Myxococcus, these adaptations 
evolved into the multicellular phenomena of dif-
ferentiation and apoptosis. The increasing co-
operation of cells allowed the development of 
sophisticated structures (e.g. fruiting bodies or 
aerial mycelia), which served to form highly 
resistant organisms (e.g. spores), and their efficient 
dissemination. To fuel these complex adaptations 
in the face of the environmental depletion of 
resources, the carbon sources had to be provided by 
dead siblings. As outlined earlier, subpopulations in 
a given colony follow alternative survival stra-
tegies. Given the much higher chance (in bacteria 
approx. 10,000-fold) of detrimental than beneficial 
effects of mutagenesis /491,966/, the mutagenic 
road to survival is by far the more hazardous one, 
and hence mutable subpopulations were likely 
suppliers of building blocks and fuel. However, 
hypermutability is only an option for a minority of 
cells in a population (about 0.05-2% /121,715/)-
Plausibly, those colonies of cooperatively differen-
tiating microorganisms had an evolutionary advan-
tage which succeeded in ensuring a constant 
nutrient supply by converting tolerators into 
mutators. However, since mutators, if present in 
comparable number at the outset, always win in 
competitions with wild-type microorganisms and 
take over the whole culture /800/, the wild-type, 
differentiating bacteria have to prevent the success 
of the mutagenic survival pathway. The road to 
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accomplish these goals is marked by the pheno-
menon that too much mutation is certainly lethal 
/291/. Thus, stress resistance, mutagenesis and 
cytotoxicity are distinct outcomes of cellular 
responses to a severity continuum of metabolic/ 
oxidative stressors /212,526,869/. Intriguingly, in 
bacteria the regulation of the whole range of these 
differential outcomes - DNA repair, mutagenesis, 
and cell lysis - is mediated by the SOS system /306, 
635/. Thus, creating an increasingly stressful en-
vironment by means of morphogens became the 
apoptogenic pathway. Dictyostelium is an excellent 
example of how the differentiating prespore cells, 
by means of ambivalent DIFs, drive the prestalk 
cells into the mutagenesis/cytotoxicity trap. The 
environmental modulators of these balances were 
increasingly replaced by the matrix constituents, 
growth factors and hormones of the internal milieu 
of the metazoan organism. Intercellular communi-
cation became the driving force of the failed muta-
genesis/apoptosis pathway, e.g. via death receptor 
signaling /41/ and by modulating the endogenous 
level of survival factors /239,1000/. 

The interpretation of apoptosis as programmed 
mutagenic error catastrophe is supported by a 
multitude of circumstantial findings. Mutagenesis 
is a transitional stage of apoptosis, as evidenced by 
the finding that oxidative DNA damage precedes 
DNA fragmentation /197,3 84,708/. Furthermore, 
initial apoptotic DNA fragmentation is targeted at 
or adjacent to transposable elements /489a/ which 
are interchangeable genetic modules facilitating 
genome rearrangements and combinatorial explora-
tion /126,287/. Expression of a mammalian death 
effector domain in E. coli induces mutagenesis, 
chromosomal DNA breaks and cell death in an 
oxidative stress-dependent manner (also arguing for 
the determination of these effector mechanisms in 
non-altruistic bacteria) /552/. Downregulation of 
DNA repair is a mutagenic and apoptogenic mecha-
nism (see above). Both mutagenesis and apoptosis 
are enhanced by inhibition of DNA repair in vitro 
/978/ and are associated with downregulation of 
DNA repair in vivo /321,480,865/. In this context, 
caspase-mediated PARP cleavage during apoptosis 
/248,785/ can be interpreted as another means to 
promote genomic instability and mutagenesis /978, 
1004/. Of note, antioxidants prevent PARP clea-

vage and apoptosis, confirming the mutagenesis/ 
apoptosis balance as redox-dependent /654/. Muta-
genesis is repressed by intercellular communication 
/610,1002/ and, as further evidence of the muta-
genic state, cell-cell contacts are disrupted at a late 
stage of the apoptosis pathway /28,63/. If apoptosis 
is failed mutagenesis, the converse should also be 
true. In fact, mutagenesis is a result of failed apop-
tosis /163,1075/ and, thus, carcinogenesis carries 
features of dysregulated apoptosis /821/. Likewise, 
viral anti-apoptosis leads to neoplastic transforma-
tion /184/. In general, virtually all anti-apoptotic 
effectors are (proto)oncogenes /184/. Successful 
(carcinogenesis) and failed (apoptosis) mutagenesis 
are interrelated with regard to intensity and acuity 
of noxious stimuli /889/. Intriguingly, and in 
accordance with this concept, carcinogenic agents 
can also act as anticarcinogens /1040/. Cancer 
therapy with mutagenic agents /290,467,925/ mimics 
the strategy of nature in orchestrating develop-
mental apoptosis as mutagenic error catastrophe. 
The flip side of this therapeutic approach, and in 
further support of the severity continuum of 
metabolic/oxidative stressors' effects /212,526,869/, 
is the induction of tolerogenic mechanisms leading 
to malignant progression and drug resistance /441/. 

Thus, evolutionary pressure, by exploiting the 
intracellular repair/mutagenesis dichotomy, created 
a highly coordinated intercellular dichotomous 
survival/cell death process. By these mechanisms, 
somatic mutagenesis as asocial survival response 
was driven by social forces into a mutagenic spiral, 
ending in apoptogenic collapse. In this push-pull 
hybrid, the cell-autonomous, actively pursued 
mutagenic survival response gives the whole death 
process a voluntary element which for the outside 
observer may create a suicide-like appearance. 
Within this conceptual framework, the context-
specific tolerogenic/mutagenic/cytotoxic effect of 
stressed cells' conditioned medium on naive cells 
becomes comprehensible /94,329,508,689,690,949, 
1012/. Evolutionarily conserved from bacterial 
spores to mammalian tissues, the original rationale 
for differentiation is tolerance generation. During 
the development of increasingly complex differen-
tiation pathways in the generation of a variety of 
specialized tissues, highly targeted recombination 
processes /568/ evolved in variable proportions, 
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putatively for the creation of cellular diversity 
during tissue maturation /3 21,3 31,647,1080/. The 
downregulation of DNA repair requisite during 
these phases is an intricately regulated process 
whose failure is detrimental for the cell /285,489/. 
Conversely, apoptosis exhibits some aspects of 
stress resistance during the early stages of its course 
(as evidenced by p53-mediated DNA repair). Thus, 
it can be assumed that tolerogenic and mutagenic 
processes became integrated into a hybrid depriva-
tion response in which the variable expression of 
the components is designed in view of the specia-
lized functions of the differentiated tissue. 

In bacterial and yeast stationary phase, increa-
singly fitter, hypermutable clones repetitively take 
over the colony /107,289,294,560,752,931/. In 
Metazoa as well, fitter mutable cells may even-
tually prevail in the 'arms race' /133,725/. Thus, to 
ensure their own survival, differentiating cells have 
to repress the asocial mutagenic/carcinogenic re-
sponse which, with its regression to autonomous 
cell survival, represents a permanent vital threat for 
a complex organism. Under chronic selection 
pressure exerted by a multitude of exogenous and 
endogenous stressors, this control, however, may 
fail /214,429/. The disruption of intercellular com-
munication, as occurs in aging /538/, appears to 
play a decisive role in the loss of this control 
/702,839/. Once unleashed of their social control, 
the cells regress to unicellular stationary phase 
behavior with increasing mutability, fitness and 
apoptosis-resistance as characteristics of tumor 
progression /894/. These deprivation-like features, 
however, contrast with the abundant availability of 
glucose in the metazoan organism which allows a 
yeast-like fermenting metabolism /459/ and prolife-
ration of cancer cells. This discrepancy may point 
at microenvironments of insufficient supply /970/ 
for tumor progression. The cancerogenic realization 
of the unrestricted vitality of the 'selfish' gene 
/207/ is further evidence for the persistent uni-
cellular heritage which is only poorly harnessed in a 
metazoan organism. 

Although we are far from understanding the 
complex differentiat ion/apoptosis/carcinogenesis 
regulation, its emerging principles can be para-
digmatically outlined with p53 and the transcription 
factor NF-KB/Rel family /410,856/. Like the SOS 

system in bacteria, p53 orchestrates the full range 
of social and asocial deprivation responses. 
Importantly, social responses are linked to the wild-
type function, while the switch to the mutant/ 
asocial functions, in a pathophysiological continu-
um, is brought about by the oxidative stressors 
which also control social responses (see above). As 
a primary stress response regulator 16661 and 
putative sensor of oxidative stress /571/, N F - K B 

plays a pivotal role in the apoptosis/carcinogenesis 
balance /217/ dependent on the cellular redox 
homeostasis /35,451,471/. Integrating these signals 
with the nutrient status of the cell /403/, N F - K B 

exerts both pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic effects 
/451,576,939/ and thus appears to be a context-
specific target of stress-dependent signaling 16661. 
N F - Κ Β is essential for cellular differentiation /358, 
1057/ and has anti-apoptotic capacities /451,1024/. 
This is accomplished by activation of anti-apoptotic 
genes, e.g. of the Bcl-2 protein family /549/, 
antioxidant enzymes /623/ and IAPs /172,1055/. 
Conversely, IAPs activate NF-κΒ in a signal ampli-
fication loop /172/. On the other hand, NF-κΒ also 
plays a key role in apoptosis /856,939/. The pro-
apoptotic activity of NF-κΒ is associated with its 
regulation of FasL (killer) /699/ and Fas (victim 
status) /698/ expression /145,644/. In this capacity, 
NF-κΒ appears to mediate the oxidative stress-
modulated Fas /215,958/ and FasL /64,1039/ 
expression which is anti-carcinogenic in its con-
sequence /806/. The redox dependence of both the 
killer and victim status confirms the notion that 
apoptosis is deprivation/oxidative stress-triggered 
cytocide in which opposite outcomes are shaped by 
the Janus faces of the same pathophysiological 
principle. It should be borne in mind, however, that 
the activation of the Fas system is not a death omen 
but also has a role in differentiation /678,972,1052/. 
In fact, the Fas system and NF-κΒ entertain mutual 
feedback loops establishing an intricate regulatory 
balance /476,815/. Opposite to the upregulation of 
the anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members during cell 
rescue /549/, NF-κΒ promotes apoptosis by repres-
sing these anti-apoptotic agents /933/. Intriguingly, 
the apoptogenic activities of p53 and N F - K B 

depend on each other /856/. Evidence suggests that 
the survival/differentiation and apoptosis balance is 
dependent on the duration of NF-κΒ activation 
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/176/, on the cell type /451/, and its maturation state 
/576/ and stressor type /469,576/: cellular stressors 
activate a survival response which, dependent on 
the time course and cellular redox status, strains the 
cellular defenses (e.g. Bcl-2 and IAPs) and even-
tually overwhelms them in a constant cross-talk 
with exogenous signals mediated by the Fas/FasL 
system. In a cooperative network with p53 /410/, 
NF-κΒ also has a key role in carcinogenesis and 
drug resistance /217,650/. NF-κΒ activation (i.e. 
translocation to the nucleus) appears to be an early 
and causally involved event during malignant trans-
formation /386,456,492/. The upregulation of anti-
apoptotic agents /172,549,623,1055/ which mediate 
N F - K B ' S differentiation/survival capacity are also 
relevant for its proto-oncogenic actions /537,827/. 
In particular, aberrant constitutive NF-κΒ activa-
tion, which may be mediated by ΙκΒ (the NF-κΒ 
repressor) mutations /940/ or hyperphosphorylation 
/514/, confers resistance to apoptosis /332,492/. 
Intriguingly, NF-κΒ activation in cancer cells cor-
relates with markers of oxidative stress and 
inversely with degree of differentiation /589/. The 
NF-KB-mediated balance between apoptosis and 
carcinogenesis appears to be modulated by both 
cooperative and antagonistic complex interactions 
with TGF /862,940/ and TNF signaling pathways 
/332,386,410/. 

7. D E P R I V A T I O N S Y N D R O M E 
A N D E V O L U T I O N O F SEX 

The evolutionary cost of sex is 50%. Since 
males do not reproduce, sexual females would need 
a double amount of offspring (given a 1:1 sex ratio) 
to keep up with reproduction of asexual females. 
Additional costs of sex include cellular-mechanical 
costs, costs of genome dilution and of sexual 
selection /461,569/. However, the majority of 
species do reproduce sexually /942/. In contrast, 
asexual reproduction is mainly confined to small 
'twigs' in the phylogenetic tree, suggesting that 
asexual lineages have a higher extinction rate than 
sexual lineages, possibly due to mutational melt-
down /613,1044/. This conundrum has been de-
scribed as "the outstanding puzzle in evolutionary 
biology" /1074/. Here, the concept is outlined that 
cellular stress is a trigger for mating behavior and 
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the evolution and maintenance of sex established 
phylogenetically very early and conserved through-
out evolution. 

A plausible hypothesis, the Fisher-Muller 
model, puts forward that sexual reproduction offers 
the opportunity to produce recombinant types 
which can better adapt to changing environments 
and cope with environmental challenges /195,628, 
766/. Computer simulations indicate that the 
advantage of sexual reproduction can be substantial 
in conditions in which the mutation rates are higher 
/293/ as is realized in adaptive responses to the 
selection pressure of a changing environment 
/117,1067/. In accordance, mating behavior is 
favored by unfavorable and fluctuating environ-
mental conditions /303,841/. Suggesting an adap-
tive benefit, sexually reproducing populations are 
more likely to develop genetic resistance to 
pathogens, biocides or thermal stress than asexual 
populations /447,838/, presumably by creating and 
maintaining genetic variability /117,841,916/. 

The clue for this striking feature of sexual 
reproduction can be traced back to primitive forms 
of life, the prokaryotic microorganisms. Under 
deprivation, a minority of bacteria from a colony 
become competent to bind and take up high-
molecular-weight exogenous DNA. The heritable 
incorporation of this genetic information is a 
powerful mechanism of horizontal gene transfer. 
This genetic transformation is a widespread natural 
feature of bacteria /599,994/. Competence for 
genetic transformation is regulated by a Ca2+-
dependent stress response /998/ and is under con-
trol of the SOS regulon /162,1093/. Again, recA 
plays an essential role in this process both for 
uptake and repair of DNA and cell lysis /635/. The 
competence-regulatory apparatus senses and inter-
prets environmental information and, via an 
elaborate signal transduction system, passes this 
information to the competence-specific transcrip-
tional machinery. Remarkably, these regulatory 
pathways also play a role in the expression of other 
post-exponential phenomena, such as motility, 
sporulation, autolysis /935,994/, stress resistance 
/1093/, recombination /1093/, secondary metabo-
lism /701/ and adaptive mutagenesis /798/. The 
external factors may include pheromones which act 
as quorum-sensing signals and induce competence 
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under a wide variety of conditions /687,994/. These 
pheromones and their transduction pathways may 
also function as a sexual isolation mechanism 
/994/. These findings link microbial mating 
behavior with population density as representing 
the cost of finding a mating partner /78/. As shown 
in computer simulations, bacterial transformation, 
which has been dubbed 'sex with dead cells' /816/, 
can increase the fitness of the recombinant progeny 
at equilibrium, although the DNA taken up may be 
from cells killed by selection against mutations and 
may be of inferior genetic quality /404,816/. 
Recombination as a fitness-fostering and genetic 
variability creating mechanism /117/, but not DNA 
repair /680,818/, appears to be the evolutionary 
rationale of bacterial transformation and hence the 
evolution of sex. Experimental evidence indicates 
that recombination of mutations may be both 
antagonistic and synergistic 12621 and thus argues 
against the mutational deterministic hypothesis 
which postulates that sex evolved to purge dele-
terious mutations from the genome /511/. The 
pheromone-induced conjugational transfer of plas-
mids has immense importance for the acquisition of 
antibiotic resistance and virulence /II06/. The 
finding that plasmids or chromosomal DNA from 
other bacterial species are also routinely taken up 
and integrated supports the adaptive concept, but is 
not compatible with the concept that the ingested 
DNA may serve as a template for recombinational 
repair /339,599,713/. 

Fungi and yeast, facultatively sexual/asexual 
eukaryotes, exhibit sexual reproduction under 
various deprivations, such as nutritional and nitro-
gen starvation and following oxidative stress /77, 
709/. Again, this mating behavior may be induced 
by pheromones /513,534/ which also require stress 
factors to induce their synthesis /453,682/. Remi-
niscent of bacterial induction of genetic compe-
tence, pheromone-induced Ca2+ uptake is required 
for sexual conjugation /734,747/. Remarkably, 
pheromones induce growth arrest in Gl /434,534/, 
the starting point of another deprivation response, 
differentiation. Chemically-induced Gl arrest alone 
is sufficient for mating /67/. Pheromone actions are 
also subject to catabolite repression/derepression 
regulation /854/. Entry into stationary phase, 
differentiation /414,553/, killer toxin production 

and secretion /236,553/, and stress and conjugation 
responses /18,477,621/ are regulated in yeast by the 
same signaling pathways and transcription factors. 
These pathways implicate the expression of HSPs 
12021. HSPs are also involved in the entire cascade 
of mating-related events, ranging from pheromone 
production /659/ and signaling /604,707/ to nuclear 
fusion /716/. That this phylogenetically primordial 
mechanism is highly conserved throughout eukary-
otes is indicated by a striking conservation from 
yeasts to humans of a signaling pathway /1072/ and 
gene /736/ controlling deprivation-induced sexual 
development in yeast. 

Another feature of conjugational behavior is the 
formation of polyploid giant cells which can be 
formed by algae, yeasts and other Protozoa under 
various deprivation conditions, again facultatively 
mediated by pheromones /632,836,1021/. As an 
alternative to fruiting-body formation, Dictyo-
stelium may exhibit this type of mating behavior. 
Intriguingly, sexual development is favored by 
darkness (which may signal to the amoebae that the 
soil surface is outside the reach of the fruiting 
bodies) and wet conditions /147,859/, conditions 
which may be disadvantageous for the aerial 
dissemination of spores. Importantly, mating be-
havior is repressed by glucose 15651. Various 
strains produce diffusible pheromones and cell 
fusion-inducing factors which trigger sexual deve-
lopment /726,1021/. In this process, regulated by 
Ca2+, opposite mating-type cells fuse to form zygote 
giant cells 11211 which, in a Ca2+-independent 
second step, chemoattract and cannibalize hundreds 
of local amoebae of the same species as a targeted 
food source 15661. These mechanisms result in the 
shuffling of genetic material through crosses, 
recombinations and mutations /309,1021/. 

During metazoan phylogeny, many aspects of 
reproductive physiology, including the biosynthesis, 
structure and function of steroid hormones, show a 
remarkable degree of conservation, arguing for the 
maintenance of shared origins and rationales /208/. 
In simple metazoans, the impact of environmental 
challenges on the preference of sexual reproduction 
can still be observed /883/. Plants often exhibit 
labile sex expression but turn to sexual reproduc-
tion under environmental challenges /516/. The 
multicellular green alga, Volvox carteri, possesses 
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only two cell types, 16 reproductive cells in the 
interior of a sphere whose surface is formed by 
about 2000 biflagellate somatic cells /498/. This 
organism integrates differentiation, apoptosis and 
reproduction in a unique manner. A locus, regA, 
controls germ-soma differentiation and acts in 
somatic cells to suppress all germ cell functions. By 
preventing chloroplast biogenesis, regA determines 
the apoptotic fate of somatic cells /500,661/ whose 
debris fuels the maturation of the hatching gonidia. 
The regA locus is highly mutagenic at a particular 
embryonic stage, which confers on somatic cells 
the ability to redifferentiate as reproductive cells 
/499/, putatively thereby increasing reproductive 
success under environmental stress. Both asexual 
and sexual reproduction is possible. Sexual deve-
lopment is triggered by a glycoprotein pheromone 
which induces expression of the same set of genes 
as does wounding /19/. Either by stress factors or 
the pheromone, the extracellular matrix is modified 
to provide a signal amplification mechanism which 
allows the pheromone to act at a concentration 
below ΙΟ-'6 Μ /364/, again epitomizing the pre-
ferential switch to sexual reproduction under 
environmental challenge. 

In multicellular organisms with their increasing 
independence of environmental changes, a special 
variation of the stress/deprivation leitmotif is the 
maintenance of sexual reproduction in hosts to 
counter the pressure of parasitic coevolution /366, 
420,637/, while climatic change may be a co-
modulating factor /42/. The same appears to be true 
for parasite reproduction to keep up with the host in 
the 'arms race'. A parasitic nematode reproduces 
sexually in immune-competent hosts but may 
propagate clonally in the less challenging environ-
ment of immune-deficient hosts /326/. In fact, 
random mating is by far the favored reproduction 
method of a pathogenic fungus in a natural 
immune-competent environment /159/. As further 
support of the coevolution concept, the genetic 
diversity of viruses is substantially higher in sexual 
than in asexual hosts /742/. The modulation of 
sexual reproduction appears even to be exploited as 
a strategy in the parasite/host arms race. Bacteria 
induce parthenogenesis in infected female wasps 
/426/, thus putatively reducing the hosts' evolu-
tionary adaptability and immune competence. Both 

circumstantial evidence /175/ and theoretical calcu-
lations /198/ suggest that aging may contribute to 
the maintenance of sexual reproduction. Con-
versely, asymmetric reproduction, depending on the 
segregation of germ cells and soma by differen-
tiation (see below), is the very basis of senescence 
and death /3 90/. With the interdependence of these 
cell and life history events, the evolutionary 
rationale of the deprivation syndrome comes to a 
full circle. 

Established as a unicellular deprivation response 
and as a means to increase diversity and fitness 
/117,447,838,841,916/, sexual reproduction re-
tained its deprivation phenotype and was further 
sophisticated as a mutagenic vehicle along the 
phylogenetic axis. Oxidative stress, the hallmark of 
deprivation responses, is involved during the entire 
course of sexual reproduction-related events (for 
gestation see below). Oxidative stress as the trigger 
of DNA breaks, recombinations and mutations is a 
constitutive feature of male 11,2951 and female 
/505,530,774/ gametogenesis. In particular, during 
meiosis, oxidative stress 19691 may serve to 
engender double-strand breaks /502,665/ and re-
combination /579,665/. Increased mitochondrial 
DNA (mtDNA) rearrangements and deletions in 
human gametes /104,825/ bear witness to this 
oxidative stress exposure. On the other hand, mild 
oxidative stress as a trigger of reparative events 
may be the mechanism (similar to tolerance induc-
tion) which ensures DNA repair /518,893/ and thus 
rejuvenation and the essential immortality of germ 
cell lines. p53 is the link between oxidative stress-
generated DNA repair and recombination /892, 
924/, and apoptotic quality control /892,1098/ 
during spermatogenesis. In fact, p53 and PARP 
have been detected in a protein complex at meiotic 
recombination hotspots /343/. A shared origin of 
tumor susceptibility genes, such as p53, and mating 
factor genes, which halt cell division in response to 
stress to generate genetic diversity by sexual 
mechanisms, has been suggested /342/. As early as 
during the evolution of bacterial transformation, the 
principle may have been established that the in-
gested high molecular weight exogenous DNA 
carried more mutations than the ingesting 'mother' 
cell /404,816/. In mammals and birds, mutations 
arise preferentially in the male gametes, and the 
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excess has been estimated to be tenfold in humans, 
sixfold in primates, twofold in rodents and up to 
fivefold in birds compared to female mutations 
/263,817,914/. These figures suggest that the 
evolutionary rate may have accelerated along the 
mammalian lineage. Data derived from studies in 
X-linked diseases, although variable, strongly sup-
port the notion of male-driven mutagenesis /986, 
987,1005/. These differences have been compared 
to the male-to-female ratio of the number of germ 
cell divisions per generation, and suggest that errors 
in DNA replication are the primary source of muta-
tions /243,466/. However, recent data indicate a 
significant contribution of replication-independent 
mutagenic events in male germline cells /430,432/. 
Circumstantial evidence indicates that at least part 
of the excess male germ cell mutation rate is due to 
a high level of developmental oxidative stress; 
during spermatogenesis, germ cells massively 
undergo apoptosis /89,793/ induced by oxidative 
stress Ι2Ί2Ι. HSPs, markers of oxidative stress, are 
constitutively expressed during both female and 
male germ cell maturation /233,732/. However, a 
variety of HSPs are uniquely expressed in male 
spermatogenesis, and particularly during meiotic 
synaptonemal complex formation when recombina-
tion occurs /257,595/ HSPs play an essential role 
/79,233,938/. HSP70-2 knockout leads to failed 
meiosis, germ cell apoptosis and infertility in male 
but not female mice /253/, arguing for a specific 
spermatocyte vulnerability. The increased oxidative 
stress exposure of spermatozoa in comparison to 
oocytes is also exemplified by their defective main-
tenance of mtDNA /825/ which may underlie the 
almost exclusive maternal inheritance of mtDNA 
/731/. This high level of germ cell maturational 
stress may also explain the conspicuous suscep-
tibility of mammalian male germ cells to additional 
stressors /467,925/, for instance, their lower tem-
perature threshold for HSP activation /871/ and 
susceptibility to abdominal temperature in crypt-
orchidism /911/. These features of spermatogenesis 
could also plausibly explain the contra-intuitive 
notion why mammalian evolution moved the 
testicles, the most important male organ from an 
evolutionary point of view, but not the ovaries, 
outside the body, although they are then more 
exposed to environmental hazards. 

The evolution of sex had to resolve the dilemma 
that mutagenesis not only creates potential bene-
ficial effects but carries the much higher hazard of 
effects detrimental to the viability of germline cells 
/491,966/. No evidence, however, so far suggests 
that cells may have evolved the capacity to direct or 
choose which genetic variants will arise /558/ or 
may have developed a censor other than function 
and thus eventual survival to differentiate between 
beneficial and detrimental mutations. Notably, such 
a mechanism would require the reverse flow of 
coded information from phenotype to genotype or 
from protein to RNA or DNA, a transfer which has 
been excluded according to the central dogma of 
molecular biology /193/. (Such an exclusion, how-
ever, does not preclude the flow of uncoded, 
stochastic information; see below.) In unicellular 
colonies with their billion-fold individuals (of 
which each can be viewed as a germ cell), chances 
are good that by the stochastic mutagenic process 
single organisms may have acquired adaptive muta-
tions that increase their fitness and ensure their 
survival in the selective environment of their 
deprived habitat. With the advent of multicellular 
organisms, the specialization of sexual reproduc-
tion in a germline, and lower number of progeny, 
this selection process had to take place before 
fertilization. In contrast to asexual reproduction 
with its direct reproductive lineage, sex evolution 
introduced an additional selection process which 
subjects germ cells, particularly the sperm, to a 
rigid 'quality control' (a feature which has received 
little attention in all sex evolution theories). To 
compensate for the stochastic nature of the muta-
tion and recombination process, sexual reproduc-
tion relies on apoptosis-mediated quality control by 
p53 /892,1098/. Moreover, the quorum of the large 
numbers of oocytes and sperm and the vitality 
censors of sperm motility /909,948/ and compe-
tition, e.g. tightened by the purgatory of a life-
hostile vaginal milieu, create a state of 'quality-
checked' mutagenesis. 

The existence of this intermediate selection 
process is able to reconcile the contradictions of the 
two most popular theories of the evolution of sex, 
the Fisher-Muller model and Muller's ratchet 
model /628/. The former model (also dubbed 'Red 
Queen' hypothesis) emphasizes the adaptive role of 
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sex, leading to genetic diversity and mutagenesis. 
The latter advocates a role for sex in the main-
tenance of genetic fitness based on the notion that 
sexual reproduction can preserve beneficial muta-
tions /765/ and reduce the number of deleterious 
mutations /25,511,628,1108/. Recombination ap-
pears to be the tool to serve this purpose, as is 
exemplified by the non-recombining, degenerating 
Y chromosome /150/. Stand-alone unrestrained 
stochastic mutagenesis would particularly increase 
deleterious mutations, while faithful DNA repair 
would reduce genetic diversity. Subjecting the 
mutated genes to the test of vitality before fertili-
zation allows the simultaneous generation of both 
genetic diversity and selection against detrimental 
mutations. Theoretical considerations also argue for 
the simultaneous operation of both processes /420, 
421/. Taken together, mutation and recombination 
as genetic diversity- and fitness-enhancing mecha-
nisms are the evolutionary rationale of bacterial 
transformation, eukaryotic and metazoan mating 
behavior, and hence the evolution of sex. This 
ensures the superiority of sexual reproduction in a 
changing environment. 

8. SOMA AND GERM CELLS: 
MORTAL BREEDING DEVICE 

AND IMMORTAL EVOLUTIONARY VEHICLE 

Differentiation, apoptosis and sexual reproduc-
tion - how are these deprivation syndromes related 
to each other? Common features, such as oxidative 
stress, HSP expression /255/, p53 involvement 
/342/ and DNA repair modulation, suggest their 
shared phylogenetic roots. The early differentiation 
events served to segregate immortal germ cells (e.g. 
spores) from a mortal body (e.g. fruiting body in 
Dictyostelium /109,677,704/ or sphere in Volvox 
/500,661/). The apoptosing body supports the mor-
phogenesis and dissemination of the germ cells. 
Intriguingly, throughout phylogenesis this remains 
the basic function of the soma. With increasing and 
persistent nutrient resources supplied by the meta-
zoan fuel stores, the reproductive phase could be 
prolonged. To assist these reproductive activities, 
the mortal body evolved into an ever-diversified 
and sophisticated breeding device. This was achieved 
by the growing plasticity and versatility of the 
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differentiation/apoptosis hybrid, creating a multi-
tude of specialized organ functions. Apoptosis, the 
final fate of the fruiting body, could be delayed by 
many cell generations and evolved into a protracted 
aging process /390,928/. In the soma, mutagenesis 
was greatly repressed by means of the differentiation/ 
apoptosis balance. In animals, the segregated germ 
cells evolved into a highly mutable evolutionary 
vehicle by means of an environmental stressor-
independent, constitutive expression of the depriva-
tion response during genu cell maturation. Given 
the higher chance for deleterious than beneficial 
mutations, evolution favored a variety of strategies 
to evade the mutational meltdown which asexual 
populations undergo 1251. Ploidy cycles are em-
ployed by both asexually and sexually reproducing 
organisms /510/. Asexually reproducing Metazoa 
may achieve some genetic diversity by differentiation/ 
dedifferentiation cycles /52,479/ which appear to be 
fuelled by apoptotic events /52/. Sexual reproduc-
tion greatly increases genetic diversity and fitness 
/86,118/ thereby overcompensating its at least 50% 
greater cost. As variability within populations and 
not between populations determines evolutionary 
rates /920/, sexual reproduction largely accounts 
for the accelerated evolutionary tempo since the 
Cambrian explosion /886/. Evolution introduced a 
variety of tools, such as transposons /287/, retro-
transposons /315/, integrons /363/, and palindromes 
/567/, which helped to develop mutagenesis into a 
highly regulated, almost "predictable" event /126, 
837/. Finally, the conjugation of two previously 
independent sets of chromosomes during sexual 
reproduction introduces a phenomenon which may 
only be another variation of the 'selfish gene' 
theorem /207/. Conflict of interest of the combining 
haploids may lead to a genomic war in which each 
haploid tries to dominate by silencing genes of the 
other, in insects even to the disposal of entire sets 
of chromosomes /759,769/. Consequently, elimina-
ting potential counterselection in one sex decreases 
its fitness and increases the fitness of the other 
/829/. Yet, sexual conflict due to coevolution 
between the sexes may also work to elicit a rapid 
evolution of reproductive barriers and increased 
speciation rates /324/. With these processes, sexual 
reproduction succeeded in accelerating evolution 
substantially, creating in the last 600 million years a 
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wealth of taxa and species 1942/. 

9. DEPRIVATION SYNDROME AND GESTATION 

Embryonal development of higher Metazoa 
appears to recapitulate phylogenesis /345,719/, 
indicating that evolution largely proceeded by 
terminal addition /833/. This feature is now ex-
ploited in evo-devo biology for the study of the 
evolution of body plans and designation of phylo-
genetic maps /340/. A corollary of the notion that 
differentiation of tissues proceeds under depriva-
tion conditions implies that the fetal milieu is 
characterized by an intricately tuned and hence 
vulnerable metabolic balance allowing both proli-
feration and differentiation of cells. Mammal 
ontogeny occurs in a low oxygen environment 
during the initial stages of development, similar to 
the environment in which primitive unicellular 
organisms lived /448/. Evolution of primitive 
Metazoa is mimicked by the development of mam-
malian blastocysts and gastrulation /1061/. Energy 
metabolism in the blastocyst is characterized 
by anaerobic glycolysis /398/, while both high 
glucose and insulin concentrations are inhibitory to 
blastocyst development /213/; the whole range of 
differentiation/apoptosis features in blastocysts 
appears to be dependent on metabolic deprivation 
/213,398/ and oxidative stress in association with 
fratricide /754/ and cannibalism /533/. A variety of 
HSPs are expressed throughout embryogenesis /24, 
609/. The prominent role of cellular stress in 
ontogeny is reflected in the hormonal regulation 
and maternal/fetal interactions during gestation. 
The maternal organism exhibits the full picture of a 
stress response, as evidenced by oxidative stress 
/114/, hypercortisolism /896,1048/ and metabolic 
syndrome /191,437/. Tolerance phenomena to 
oxidative stress are also observed /954/. 

Importantly, the placenta appears to be a driving 
force in hypercortisolism, while amniotic fluid and 
the fetal organism may accumulate GC /624,1047, 
1048/. In line with the metabolic requirements of 
the developing organs, maternal GC play an impor-
tant role for fetal organogenesis and maturation 
/636,1047/ and are particularly necessary for brain 
development /996/. The increased lipolysis contri-
butes to the loss of insulin sensitivity /923/. A 

variety of markers of oxidative stress are elevated 
in pregnant females /256,686/ and umbilical blood 
/885/, possibly with feto-placental mitochondria 
and agents as the triggering factors /424,1054/. 
Both the hormonal and metabolic alterations and 
oxidative stress are causally related to the increased 
susceptibility to pregnancy-associated diabetes mel-
litus, hypertension, metabolic syndrome, eclampsia 
and teratogenic vulnerability /43 7,686,1054/. The 
teratogenic vulnerability during prenatal develop-
ment /255/, like the vulnerability of rapidly renew-
ing organs to a variety of toxic agents, e.g. anti-
cancer drugs, highlights the decreased adaptive 
ability and functional reserve during maturational 
cell stress. 

10. DEPRIVATION SYNDROME AND AGING 

After the evolution of asymmetric reproduction, 
the disposal of the ancestors after the end of their 
reproductive phase was an evolutionary necessity 
/982/ to preserve the limited resources for the 
reproduction-competent progeny. To this end, a repro-
ductive phase-modulated aging process evolved. 
The post-reproductive somatic cells are subjected 
to starvation in the internal milieu, accomplished 
by the more or less gradual deprivation of nutrient-
procuring hormones /387/ which elicits a cellular 
and systemic deprivation response. In this response, 
oxidative stress and accumulation of mutations are 
not the causes but the secondary adaptive responses 
of the deprived cells. In analogy to apoptosis, aging 
is a survival pathway in response to the death 
sentence imposed by evolutionary pressures /390/. 
Thus aging and death were established as a 
universal, inescapable fate of somal life while, on 
the other hand, the immortality of germline cells is 
maintained /660/. 

11. MITOCHONDRIA, METABOLISM 
AND DEPRIVATION SYNDROMES 

Mitochondria are the centers of eukaryotic 
cellular energy metabolism /879,1007/. Knowledge 
about mitochondrial functions exceeding this tradi-
tional capacity has expanded tremendously during 
recent years /523,1041/. With the appreciation of 
the key role of energy deprivation in the triggering 
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of the deprivation response, the center stage of 
mitochondria in these processes becomes plausible. 
The pivotal role of mitochondria in apoptosis /348, 
525/, differentiation /1041 /, carcinogenesis /134, 240/ 
and aging /390/ has been recognized. Mitochondrial 
biogenesis is a prerequisite of differentiation /692, 
1041/, possibly induced by a mitochondrial oxida-
tive stress signal to the nucleus /548,674/. A 
concomitant shift from glycolytic to oxidative 
metabolism can be observed /545,1070/. In 
addition, mitochondrial Ca2+ loading /1081/, which 
ensues differentiation- and apoptosis-related cyto-
solic Ca2+ increases (see above), uncouples electron 
transfer and oxidative phosphorylation /387/. 
During differentiation, these processes, together 
with the mitochondrial release of cytochrome c 
/749/, may mechanistically underlie the increased 
generation of oxidative stress /102/ and increased 
susceptibility to oxidative stress /181/ and, as in 
apoptosis, may account for a diminution of the 
mitochondrial membrane potential /626,842/. NO 
may be causally involved in the loss of the mito-
chondrial membrane potential /108,300/. Together 
with the finding that differentiation is repressed by 
glucose catabolites /88,781,952/, these events are 
reminiscent of the phenomena in yeast catabolite 
repression when de-repression elicits mitochondrial 
biogenesis accompanied by a switch from glyco-
lysis to oxidative metabolism /880,1014/. While 
mitochondrial biogenesis appears to be a common 
mechanism in differentiation, mitochondria can 
exhibit a wide spectrum of behaviors in apoptosis, 
dependent on the type of tissue and phase of death. 
Loss of mitochondrial membrane potential and 
cytochrome c are routine findings in apoptosis, 
while both mitochondrial proliferation /125/ and 
degeneration /187,1028/ can occur. These changes 
happen at different time points relative to DNA 
fragmentation /187/ in a functionally heterogene-
ous, dynamically changing mitochondrial popula-
tion /227,864/. 

Mediated by Ca2+ /1081 /, proliferating cells, 
including bacterial strains /696/, entertain high 
glycolytic activity (the Crabtree effect) /350/. This 
appears as a means both to provide substrates for 
nucleic base synthesis /164/ and protein synthesis 
/334/ and to curb oxidative stress /101,102/ in a 
cytosolic-mitochondrial interplay which may be 

controlled by mitochondria /103/. Metabolic 
features of cancer cells also include an increased 
dependency on glycolysis /201/, which was recog-
nized by Warburg 70 years ago. Thus, cancer cells 
share many features with fermenting yeast cells 
/459/. Intriguingly, hexokinase type II, which is a 
key element of yeast glucose repression signaling 
pathways /459/, plays a critical role in the con-
version and maintenance of tumor cell glycolysis 
involving the action of mutant p53 /642,703/. In 
particular, its binding to mitochondrial porin, a 
feature which is not encountered in yeast /521/, 
gives hexokinase access to mitochondrial ATP /33, 
915/ and may serve to render oxidative phosphory-
lation of cancer cells independent of catabolite 
repression/derepression circuits /334/. Furthermore, 
in contrast to normal cells, cancer cells are more 
sensitive to the Ca2+-dependent inhibition of ADP 
translocase and F ι Fo-ATPase resulting in the 
inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation /1081/. 
Together with changes in the expression of res-
piratory chain constituents /97,127/ and reduced 
expression of manganese superoxide dismutase 
/173,1088/, this may be causally involved in the 
carcinogenesis-related generation of ROS /53,97, 
278/. Since mtDNA is very susceptible to oxidative 
stress and mutagenesis /1,490/, tumor cells carry a 
very high amount of mtDNA mutations /299,786/. 
In a vicious cycle, these mutagenic changes may 
further increase oxidative stress /53/. Of note, the 
mutant mtDNA may become dominant in tumor 
cells /299/ and is associated with a higher copy 
number localized in nuclear DNA /573,908/, sug-
gesting its replicative advantage and a role in 
malignant transformation, stabilization of tumor 
phenotype and drug resistance /134,240/. Thus, the 
mutagenic activity of α-particles was found to be 
mediated, at least in part, by oxidative stress 
elicited by some cytoplasmic constituents, presu-
mably mitochondria /1084/. 

Throughout eukaryotic phylogeny, the nucleus 
and mitochondria entertain a bidirectional com-
munication cycle which aims at maintaining mito-
chondrial efficiency in a variety of stress and 
nutrient conditions and resorts to mitochondrial 
ROS generation as the mediator of cell cycle 
decisions. In yeast, nuclear genes have been identi-
fied which sense the functional state of mitochon-
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dria, operate in the adaptation of metabolic condi-
tions /755,929/, and are also required for expression 
of peroxisomal proteins /155/. Thus, the two main 
generators of ROS, mitochondria and peroxisomes, 
are linked with the nucleus in a feedback cycle. 
Likewise in mammals and plants, the nuclear 
genome controls respiratory chain expression /655, 
877/. Environmental oxygen sensors that regulate 
the adaptation of energy balance have been detected 
in cyanobacteria /428/, appear to be located in the 
photosynthetic apparatus in plants /428/ and cyto-
chrome c oxidase in animals /146/, and mediate the 
adaptation of energy flow. Mitochondrial cyto-
chrome c oxidase capacity has a low functional 
reserve and, hence, exerts a tight control on in vivo 
respiration /1036/. Cytochrome oxidase is also 
the target of NO in its control of mitochondrial 
respiration /108,3 00/. Cytochrome oxidase subunit 
expression decreases following both decreased and 
increased energy demands /586/. Intriguingly, cyto-
chrome oxidase and its substrate, cytochrome c, are 
regulatory targets of catabolite repression/derepres-
sion in yeast /694,919/. In both yeast and humans, 
cytochromes and oxygen radicals appear to be 
members of the oxygen sensing pathway and are, in 
yeast, targets of aerobic adaptation /259,304/. Cyto-
chrome c, when released from mitochondria in 
deprivation syndromes, sets in motion a cascade of 
mitochondrial/nuclear signaling /789/ and oxidative 
stress /120/. Another mitochondrial/nuclear redox 
messenger may be AIF /205,960/. To target their 
message during stress responses, mitochondria ac-
cumulate perikaryally /9,225,229/. This mitochondria/ 
nucleus directed stress signal appears to be medi-
ated by H2O2 in plants and animals /655,791,877, 
963/. ROS fulfill key functions in the activation of 
kinase cascades and nuclear transcription factors 
/318,471,571/. The ambiguity of these transduction 
pathways for cell fate decisions depends crucially 
on the availability of ATP /462/. Hence, the mito-
chondrial electron transport chain as ROS generator 
/588/ sets in motion an energy-dependent cascade 
of nuclear signaling, is a trigger for nuclear 
expression of mitochondrial biogenesis genes /674/, 
and is required for differentiation /548/, apoptosis 
/120,796/, and carcinogenesis /134,240/. 

12. E N E R G Y A N D M A T T E R 

According to the central dogma of molecular 
biology /193,984/, the transfer of coded information 
from gene to protein, from genotype to phenotype, 
is unidirectional. This dogma, however, does not 
take into account the flow of information from the 
environment to the genome, resulting in genomic 
plasticity. Thus, organisms have evolved the capa-
city to respond to environmental challenges with 
heritable changes of their genetic information /651/ 
which has persistent consequences for phenotypes 
of clonal progeny /891/. The body of evidence 
presented in this paper suggests that environmental 
conditions affecting energy availability have a 
profound impact on evolutionary mutagenesis. For 
instance, the evolution of locomotion was triggered 
by the necessity of foraging: the catabolite repres-
sion of unicellular Chemotaxis and motility and its 
derepression under energetic stress /745,772,1042/ 
indicate that procurement of nutrient was the 
driving force of this evolutionary accomplishment. 
Photoautotrophic organisms equipped with chloro-
blasts and capable of photosynthesis just have to 
take root and wait for the sunlight of the next day, 
while chemoheterotrophs evolved a wealth of 
mobility-providing tools ranging from flagella to 
fins, wings and limbs to ensure the life-sustaining 
nutrient supply. 

Increasingly, the mechanisms which organisms 
have evolved to employ mutagenesis as a fitness-
fostering, regulated process are being elucidated 
/126,837/. The agent(s), however, which link en-
vironmental stress with genetic change are less well 
defined. To fulfill their varied functions, these 
agents have to be ubiquitous and codeless (to 
account for the basic randomness of mutagenesis), 
should be either regulated or produced by metabolic 
processes, be linked to an energy-sensing system, 
and either elicit reactive molecules or be reactive 
themselves (to act as mutagenic agents). Ideally, 
these agents should also have a role in the whole 
range of deprivation responses to ensure the 
coordinated transition between DNA repair fidelity 
and flexibility. Recently, the phylogenetically 
highly conserved PAS domain superfamily has 
been described which monitors overall energy level 
through sensing of oxygen and the redox potential 
of the electron transport system in bacteria and 
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animals and light in bacteria and plants /980/ and 
has a role in the sensing and integration of environ-
mental signals and developmental processes /356, 
980/. These close functional links cast light on the 
metabolism-driven regulatory role of redox homeo-
stasis. Metabolic stress leads to dysregulation of the 
prokaryotic energy-redox and eukaryotic Ca2+-
energy-redox homeostasis /387/. Thus, both re-
active oxygen and nitrogen species (in all phyla) 
and Ca2+ (in eukaryotes) qualify as agents to 
mediate the adaptive pressure exerted by energetic 
stress. ROS and RNS are mediators of metabolic 
stress adaptations. In particular, superoxide anion, 
H2O2 and NO, as relatively inert ROS, have long-
range signaling properties /367/ and qualify as 
signal transducers and primary mitochondrial/ 
nuclear messengers for gene transcription /13,539/. 
Through Fenton-type reactions, transition metals, 
e.g. iron and copper /764, 779/, located at the DNA 
target sites, may convert these ROS into more 
aggressive radicals, e.g. hydroxyl radical or peroxy-
nitrite, which induce DNA breaks, recombination, 
amplification and oxidative mutagenesis /429,579, 
634,665/. In addition, oxidative DNA injury affects 
DNA methylation, leading to altered gene activation/ 
silencing balances /138/. Through this range of 
actions, ROS/RNS and Fenton-type reactions con-
trol gene expression of stress response systems 
/728/ and mediate a variety of cell cycle events (see 
above) including proliferation / I I 5,855/. In eu-
karyotes, Ca2+ was introduced as a messenger 
system regulating and being regulated by the energy 
and redox homeostasis, thus forming a homeostatic 
triangle /387/. Mitochondrial Ca2+ signals are 
relayed to the nucleus /286/ to evoke specific 
changes in gene expression /375,843/. Ca2+ is an 
ambiguous messenger conveying a multitude of 
regulatory signals and cell fate decisions /649,1071/, 
including differentiation /32/ and apoptosis /452/. 
Via regulation of DNA methylation 12221 and DNA 
repair /316,518/, Ca2+ also controls mutagenesis 
/898/. 

The phenotypic-genotypic feedback is not coded 
and specific, as from gene to protein, but random. 
The randomness of the process relies on the simple, 
codeless messenger agents Ca2+ and free radicals, 
both regulated by and regulating energy meta-
bolism. These agents effect stress tolerance, dif-
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ferentiation, apoptosis and carcinogenesis on a 
(patho)physiological continuum. Mutations, although 
random events, may be adaptive not only due to 
selection pressure but also due to intrinsic vari-
ations of regulatory and transcriptional activity 
/126/. Various mechanisms may cooperate in 
creating "regulated randomness" /126,837/. DNA 
sequence is a primary determinant of DNA base 
damage probability /8/. Mobile genetic elements 
/287,315,363,567/ which can be released under 
stress /590,1049/ introduce mutational hotspots and 
conditional breaks for recombinational rearrange-
ments /706/. Fenton-type reactions may be targeted 
by an intricate process involving both transition 
metals and oxidants. Iron metabolism, for instance, 
is regulated in response to oxidative stress co-
ordinated with oxidative stress defenses /371,750/. 
Cellular iron accumulates dependent on metabolic 
and oxidative stress /849,1058/ and may sensitize 
cells to oxidative stress /580/ in a positive feedback 
loop. Liberated into the nucleus from its cyto-
plasmic sequestration /8,123/, iron and other trace 
metals may replace zinc in zinc finger domains of 
transcription factors, generate free radicals and 
induce transcription-dependent mutations /183, 
740/. In fact, high levels of transcription /204,394/, 
derepression of an operon and activation during the 
stringent response, target the operon for hyper-
mutation /515,1083/. By this type of "directed" 
mutagenesis, the mutation in the MnSOD promoter 
in cancer cells /1088/, the catalase gene amplifica-
tion following chronic exposure to oxidative stress 
/429/, or the gene duplication of yeast hexose trans-
port genes in response to selection in a glucose-
limited environment /107/, may be effected. 
Genes encoding for stress-related proteins are also 
preferentially targeted /II6/ . Further regulatory 
influences may stem from the type of metal ion 
catalyzing the Fenton reaction, or protection of 
DNA by histones and chromatin structure /167, 
737/. Although regulated to a certain extent, the 
stochastic nature of the effectors leads to chance 
events and allows multiple adaptive solutions for a 
given stressor /294,559,853/, and therefore has 
given rise to the huge diversity of evolution with an 
ever-increasing complexity 121. 

Thus, the central dogma of molecular biology 
can be modified (Fig. 1). Organisms developed a 
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Fig. 1 : Schematic representat ion of the phenotype-genotype 
feedback cycle. Accord ing to the central dogma of 
molecular biology, coded information f lows uni-
directionally f rom D N A or R N A to proteins /193/ . 
Proteins catalyze the product ion of energy. Energy 
and redox balance (in all phyla) and, in addit ion, 
Ca2 + (in eukaryotes) are linked in a feed-forward 
and feed-backward cycle, eff icient ly being regulated 
by and regulating each other /387/ . By modula t ing a 
mult i tude of t ransduction pathways, the Ca 2 + - redox 
agents signal the energet ic status to the genome 
( D N A and R N A ) and elicit t ranscriptional or muta-
genic activity. Moreover , these agents regulate the 
enzymatic activity of proteins, thereby tuning 
energy product ion. In anaerobic condit ions, other 
electron acceptors (e.g. elemental sulfur /615/ , 
sulfate, thiosulfate, or Fem /1025/) may step in to 
complete the cycle. R O S = reactive oxygen species, 
R N S = reactive nitrogen species (modif ied f rom 
/193/) . 

dynamic stimulus/response feedback loop in which 
the genotype determines the fitness of the pheno-
type and is itself shaped by the phenotype-depen-
dent cellular energy flow. While in unicellular, 
germ cell-like organisms, this feedback leads to 
heritable traits in the progeny, the segregation of 
germ cells from the soma in higher metazoan 
organisms renders the body the breeding device 
whose fitness ensures reproductive success and 
thus directs the selection-driven phenotypic adapta-
tion at the population level. At any rate, phenotypic 

fitness is the Darwinian selection principle and 
molding force which mediates the interaction 
between the selfish genes 12011 and their biotic and 
abiotic environment /261 a/. Along the phylogenetic 
axis, organisms have evolved their evolvability 
/800/ and their capacity to exploit the evolutionary 
phenotype-genotype feedback cycle. Extreme examples 
are bradytelic (slowly evolving) living fossils /920/ 
such as cyanobacteria and tachytelic organisms 
such as mammals. The former, which already 
thrived in the CC^-rich, C^-poor primordial en-
vironment (and created the C^-rich atmosphere), 
are strictly asexual and have an effective DNA 
repair /886/ and antioxidant defense system /252, 
990/, while the latter reproduce sexually and employ 
constitutive oxidative stress during gametogenesis. 

According to Morowitz /685/, flow of energy 
through any open system is sufficient to organize 
that system. The organizing principle may be 
represented by the energy-dependent phenotype-
genotype feedback cycle in which the DNA 
sequence may be regarded as the stochastic 
materialization of the cellular energy flow. Thus, 
animate nature, like inanimate nature, may be 
subject to a duality of energy and matter which are 
interlocked in an adaptive cycle whose relationship 
can be described by nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamics. 
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